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CHAPIER I
DIHIODUCTION
The discioline of economics, in its unceasing search to approximate reality
with theoTj and formula, has developed a number of highly refined tools in the past
few decades. These tools, as they appear, are beinp used not onl'>'- in academic
speculation about the varieties of economics, but also in the serious business of
using the discipline to plan and predict the future turn of economic events of a
nation.
In a developed, self-sustaining economy, there are a variety of tools used to
produce a more or less clearly defined amount of 'governmental intervention in, and
manipulation of, business, industry, and agriculture. In some cases we may well
wonder if any tools at all have been used in government action (here we must turn
to politics, for which a? yet there seems to be no set of formulae) but even in
such cases decisions are to a certain extent based on the findings and predictions
of "eccnomicF." Hoi^rever, we must be careful not to confuse economics vjith reality,
as it is poEsi>^le to say the same thing with two completely different theories and
to predict opposite conclusions from the same set of assumptions; yet at no time
will one stra-'' beyond the bounds of r'eveloped economic theory.
In a developed economv the end-result of governmental intervention, based on
economic reasoning, is likely to be benign and minimal. The situation in an under-
developed or developing nation is likelv to be much more serious. In such a coun-
try government is usually the bigp-est spender and the largest employer, and it is
to P'overnment that the people look for the impetus of development. Government will
supply or direct the flow of the scarce developmental inputs such as capital and
manpower, government will also plan in more or less detail the manner in which
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development will proceed. Here the role of economics is much more important and
as a result, technioue and theory must, of necessity, be well tested and proven.
There is no room to test out new ideas, each mistake made by faulty use of eco-
nomic planning tools will waste scarce resources and thus retard development.
For this reason planning usually proceeds cautiously from a national income
study and a series of capital budgets for the government. Beyond this point
we run into another limitation on the use of economic tools, that of data. In
the average case it is sparse and not particularly accurate, and is also expen-
sive to collect. For this reason a developing country/ will spend a lot of its
initial energy on the assembly of a decent set of national accounts. In terms
of manpower involved, this is definitely the most productive of endeavours in
the field of economics. The data required for the more soohisticated tools of
analysis is usually beyond the point of diminishing returns and thus is not ac-
tively or enthusiasticallj'- assembled in the early stages of development planning.
Clark, -^ in his excellent paper on the process of planning in Nigeria, de-
scribes in detail the situation which faced the planners of that country, the
sources and nature of information, and the actions eventuallv taken with avail-
able resources. Apart from studies in particiilar sectors or for particular
industries, the only nationwide, economy-wide analysis available was the excel-
lent National Income Study of Okigbo.^ It was upon his figures that planning
proceeded. Clark-^ also points out that among the next set of analyses that it
will be useful for Nigeria to have for use in planning and prediction, is an
HJlark, P. B., "Economic Planning for a Country in Transition: Nigeria;" in
Planning Economic Development (E. E. Ha<?en, ed.)
, Irwin, Homewood, 111., 1963.
^Okigbo, P. N. C, Nigerian National Accounts , 19^0-19^7.
^Clark, loc. cit.
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input-output study. Thi? in ep^ence is the genesis and the justification of our
present study.
Input-output analysis is a relatively new technique, being first developed
by Leontief^ in the 19hO' s and apnlied in detail to the United "^tates economy by
Evans and Hoffenberg^ of the B. L. S. v^ince that tiTie it has been applied to
the econonics of most developed nations and sparingly to the lesser developed
ones. In its simplest form, the analysis is the direct complement of a national
income study. Whereas national accounts look only at the value-added component
of the economy, the input-output analysis is concerned with the data that the
first analysis discards: the various sector transactions that relate to flows
of goods and materials without additions of value. Value-added figures enter
into an input-output presentation, but only as an external factor. It is es-
sential, however, that national income figures exist for a given economy before
an input-output analysis is undertaken. The rssults of each type of analysis,
although complementary, are not similar. National income accounts indicate how
big each sector is, and with prior assumptions as to growth and investment, one
can predict what mipht happen in the future. Input-output analyses indicate,
incidentally, how big, and directly, how involved; i.e. such an analysis will show
how each sector affects other sectors and what happens when a given area of the
economy undergoes change. Because the data involved in aich a study have to be
far more accurate than those of a natiinal account, most input-output studies
achieve only secondary importance in planning and are used to check consisten-
cie s of predictions based on National Income and general equilibrium analyses.
^ Leontief, ¥., The s tructure of t_he American Economy , 1919-1939, Oxford
Press, 19^1, second edition - "the keystone of input-output analysis."
Evans, W. D. and M. Hoffenberg, Interindustry Relations Study for 19it7,
R. E S., Tfay 1952.
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This present study represents the first attempt to construct an input-out-
put analysis for the Nigerian eoonomy. It was undertaken at the suggestion of
the Economic Planning Unit of the Ministr3'' of Economic Planning of the Nigerian
Federal Government in Lagos in earlv 1962. At that time, althou2;h the Develop-
ment Plan for 1962-68 was well formulated, it was felt that an input-output
analysis would be a useful tool to have as the process of planning continues
in Nigeria. At the same time it was felt that a mere analysis would not be
particularly useful as it would not be readily adaptable to revisions. Thus
this work also undertakes the far more difficult task of exolaining exactly
how the analysis was undertaken and how it can be modified in the future as
new data is available.
In the ideal case, an inout-output study would need no revision at all,
but the sssumotion upon which the analysis is based, that of a linear relation
between inputs and outputs over all levels of production, tends to break down
over time, particularly in countries where the economy is rapidly changing.
In addition, the data used to generate the averap-e imut-output model is far
from complete or accurate, so here also revisions must be periodically under-
taken. It is perhaps these two deficiencies that have restrained the produc-
tion of such anal^^ses for the lesser developed nations, narticularly in view
of the very high ratio of manpower to usable output involved. It was only
with the availability of excellent National Income accounts, and the under-
standing that this present work would have to be a working document, that the
study was undertaken.
Support for the stud;' came from Dr. C L. Wilson of ^H. T.T. and from the
M.I.T. Fellows in Africa program in which the author was a oarticipant. Field-
work was undertaken between March and August 1962, and a preliminary paper was
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presented at Evian in Auoiust of that year.-'- Work on the actual analysis and
the preparation of this document was undertaken at ".I.T. during 1962 and 1963.
In the folloTcjinf chapters v;e look first at the theory involved. Then we
discuss the nature and quality of our information and the techniques employed
in transforming raw data into flow accounts. Finally we present the detailed
account?- developed and the matrices involved.
'•"An Amplication of Inprt-Cutput Methods to the Nigerian Economy," in
Managing Economic Development in Africa (W. Hausman, ed.) , M.T.T. Press,
1963.
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CHAPIER II
THE 1HE0RY OF INPUT-OUT}^UT ANALYSIS
Before we turn to the actual study, it would be wise first to review
briefly the theory involved in such an analysis. It is not our purpose to
present a learned discussion; this has been done elsewhere many times by ex>-
perts. Rather we wish to present an outline of the ideas behind the analysis,
in sufficient detail so that the reader, and the subsequent researcher, are
aware of what is going on, but not to the extent of burdening them with inter-
esting facts which are useless in the actual applied inout-output process.
As mentioned in the introduction, input-output analysis looks at those
elements of economic activity that are ignored by a national income account.
National income is expressed rou<?hly as: Production minus inputs of mate-
rials equals value added; and the sum of value added over the whole economy is
national income. In. equation form,
P - I = V and Z V = National Income
Value added is composed of payments to the four primary factors of pro-
ductions vjages to labor, profits to entrepreneurs, interest to capital, and
rents to land. In fact, this concept can be used as an alternate method of
arriving at national income. In this sense materials have only the value that
has been put into them by one of the primary production factors at a previous
stage, thus to count them in national income each time they changed hands would
-'The best reference to start with is Chenerv, K. ¥,, and Clark, P. G.,
Inter-industry Economics , Wiley, New York, 19^9. This is an easily under-
stood text that nicely bridges the gap between theor?^ and practice. Ihe
excellent bibliography in it contains all the needed references for advanced
reading in the subject.
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involve double covintinp. Therp-fore great care is taken to ensure that all
oayraents for materials (knovm as transfer payments) are omitted from the
totals of national income. In addition, the compilation of national income
discards the values of F and I, taking only their difference. It is with
these unused figures that input -output analysis is concerned.
A national income study will indicate only how much each area of the
economy is contributing to value; it says nothing about the interrelationships
of the various sectors. It is a static set of values to which must be added
assumptions about growth and investment in order for it to mean anything.
Input-output analysis, on the other hand, produces, within the limitations
of its own theorj'-, a tool that can be used directly in predictions about a
specific area of the economy as v/ell as about the interactions of several
different areas of the system. It is, however, a good deal more difficult to
assemble such an analysis than it is to make a national inco-ie study, thus
the latter has a viidespread use, while the former has only been used in a
few areas.
Input-output analysis concentrates on those figures which national income
discards. It places value-added data at one side of the main table, calling
them "primary inputs." The compilation of the production and input figures
do not tell particularly what, or how much, the economy produces, but it does
show in detail the interrelationships of the sectors j i.e. how the economy is
put together.
¥e have to do more, however, than merely take the values of P and I which
were discarded in the value-added compilation. We have to break each of them
up into component parts that show where each input came from and where each
output goes to. Thus in equation form.
"\j
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P. = 2
.
X . . and I. = 2 .x.
.
where x represents an intersector transfer. It is with the values of x^ •
ij ^J
that the analysis is primarily concerned. The normal procedure is to take
each industry, list all its inputs with their sources^ and then list all the
outputs \rith their destinations. This is done for all industries in the
economy, and the figures are summed up; the result is the input-output table.
In a specific example, the steel industry may have inputs from mining (lime-
stone)
,
metal mining (iron ore), coal products (coke), utilities (electricity
and water) , and many others. Its outputs may go to transport equipment (auto-
mobiles)
,
construction (steel [girders'), machinery manufacture, metal products;
and in addition, to exports, investments, and consumption (which are external
sectors) .
It may be thought that such analysis is particularly significant. However,
a little thought will show that for each product in the economy there is not
just a single series of inputs, but actually a x^hole chain of them, often feed-
ing right back to the original product. Take the example of hand tools. The
inputs into this activity might be steel and wood. The wood comes from the
lumber sector which must use tools such as saws and axes to produce this wood
in the first place. Thus we are led back to the tool industry. In the case
of steel, the biggest inputs are iron ore, coal, and limestone. The extrac-
tion of all three of these requires tools, even if it is only shovels, thus
we are led back to hand tools. The feedback involved acts somewhat like a
multiplier and a rise in demand for hand tools will in the course of time
produce an additional rise in demand for the same product. It should be
evident that subsequent demands are smaller than their predecessors (for the
reason that most individual products are only a small part of the inputs of
,r'''.
?
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the industr^/ using them) and that eventually a limit wiDJ. be reached. In an
economy-wide analysis these limits are shoxm in a companion to the input-
output table, the inverse matrix. The inverse matrix is the most useful form
of input-output analysis when applied to the study of an economy.
In order to be of any significance, an input-output table must divide the
economy into a number of sectors. Ideally such a table would have as many
sectors as there are different types of economic activity. This, however,
would mean at least several thousand groups, but the calculations involved
in such a large number of sectors would be prohibitive. Furthermore, for an
analysis of an economy like that of Nigeria a large majority of the sectors
would be virtually blank. Finally, (even in a developed economy) if there are
only a few firms in a sector, one runs the risk of significant inaccuracies in
input-output coefficients due to the idiosyncrasies of a particular firm. For
these reasons, input-output tables are commonly reduced to a manageable number
of sectors. For a developed economy this is usually about fiftyj for an under-
developed one, ten to twenty is sufficient. Of course the number and the char-
acter of the sectors depend on x^^hat the researcher is trying to shovr. If, for
example, he is interested in production of machinery, there IvT.11 be several
sectors for the different t^/pes of machinery, while the rest of manufacturing
may be aggregated into a single sector.
The allowable latitude in sector choice is quite wide; however, there are
certain restraints. The first restraint is that a given product can only be
produced by a single sector. Two sectors cannot produce the same thing, because
if they did, they would be the same sector. ¥e must be able to identify a single
sector of origin for each input; otherwise technological coefficients have no
meaning. Thus all of a given product is assumed to have come from one sector
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and if it seem? that there are different method? of production, the:/ are either
producinf^ different products, or their cost structure? are identical. Along
the rame line? we have the restriction that a product cannot be produced by
sector? in concert, it is first the product of one, then of the other, not of
•both simultaneously. What these restrictions mean in practice is that a given
firm i? sometimes divided betvjeen several different industries, even though
all are beneath the sane roof. Thus we should not exrject corporate entities
to coincide with input-output sectors.
A more serious restraint come? from the basic production function,
X., = a.. X. + I. .
*
where T i? a fixed cost elenent of production. We have to arsume that this
term is = 0, at least in the normal pror'uction range, in order to get a usable
relationship for the input-output analysis, or more correctly, that the fixed
cost element is the same at all level? of production, so '.hat we can in effect
treat it a? fixed inve?tment and not have to consider it in our calculations.
The result ^s that we assume that production is a direct linear function of
input. Although this is a restriction on what we put into the analysis, it
also allows the analysis to be used as a forecasting tool and as a method of
testing the reactions of the economy to a given movement in any one or several
sectors. This might make the input-output analysis rather unrealistic over
large movements in the economv, particularly in the case of lesser developed
economies where a given movement is a large portion of the total function, but
^-Ihe inout from, industr^/ i to industry j (X^j) i? equal to the input
coefficient between sector? i and ,i times the production of '^ector j, plus
a fixed production cost a?sociated with this input.
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it does make the arranging and utilizing of available data much more simple.
Thus in our Nigerian case, using the assumption of linearity, we could operate
with data from other time periods and other production levels, and translate
to our own ti'ne period and production level by a simole ratio method as long
as one piece of information about our period was available. As will be seen,
this technique has been used extensively. It also allowed us to use data
from a single instance and to compute directly the inout-output ratios instead
of the theoretically correct method of taking several time periods or produc-
tion levels and extracting the fixed cost elements to get a true input-output
ratio.
Thus we have our basic equation,
X.. = a.. X.
where X. is the total production of the sector, X. , is the input to sector j
J Ij
from sector i, and a. . is the input-output or technological coefficient. Re-
J
stating this equation we have
X, .
which is the basis for our Table III (Chanter IX) and the display of all a
in a square matrix is Icnown as the technological matrix. From this matrix we
can predict for a given total output, exactly what the input requirements will
be for the particular producing sector.
Returning to our transaction matrix (Table II, Chapter IX) ivhich is an
array of the values of X.
., we see that the bounds of the intermediate uses of
outputs, (that is all goods that do not go to final output and are thus con-
sumed without further change) are formed by two relationships;
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2X=I and SX=P
i ij J 3 ij i
the total intennediate inputs to sector J and the total output to intermediate
uses of sector i. Also, we can take in the external value-added parts of the
table and say that I (the local inputs) + M. (the imported inputs) + N (the
value added) = X (the total production) ; this takes care of the column rela-
tionships. As for the rows, we take P. (the intermediate uses of output) + Y.
(the final uses of output) = X., the total output.
A word about final output. This is external to our matrix and is the resid-
ual that does not go to intermediate use. Normally it is these areas of the
economy that consume but do not produce, for example exoorts, personal consump-
tion, government, and investment (this latter area does not produce in accord-
ance with our production function, and it is aire assumed that production from
it is a long-term affair)
.
We now hsve the analysis in a form where it can be used to predict and
project as long as we are concerned only with changes in the total production
of a o-iven sector. However, in most cases the total production of a sector
involves some intermediate uses which we cannot predict beforehand, and thus
all we really will knovj is the change in final use of the products of the sec-
tor. InJhat we need is an expression of what will happen to the economy if a
particular final demand for a particular good rises ^ for example the effects
of a decision by government to buy a large amount of cement for a particular
construction project. With our present tables we can state what we will need
in the way of inputs to produce a given amount of cement, but we cannot say
anjrfching about the industries which supply the inputs to cement, which in turn
have calls on other industries, which in turn may lead us back to the cement
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industry callin? for an additional outout, or more important, to the importing
area of the economy vrhich may cause an unexpected drain on the foreign exchange
of the country. We can actually trace these effects, but it would be a matter
of a long series of successive approximations, a highly tedious procedure.
What we need is a display that will quickly indicate the sum total of demands
on the internal and external economy, given a ri?e in a specific final demand.
Fortunately such a method exi?ts, but it involves matrix mathematics. The
result is known as the inverse matrix.
Returning to our production functions, we have, for a particular produc-
Ing sector,
a^X+a X^+a X + ...4-a X+Y=X
11 1 12 2 13 3 In n 1 1
and so on for all the other sectors. If we now arrange these equations in a
row, one beneath another, we have, in effect, a mathematical expression for
Table II (Chapter IX) . This display can also be stated in matrix notation
fonri as
!Xj [Aj + a = If] .
Rearranging, and at the same time noting that any matrix multiplied by the
identity matrix [l] is equal to itself, (thus Qc] [l^ = [jQ ) we have
(jfj = QxJ TI-AJ • The identity matrix has ones on the diagonal and
zeros elsewhere, and thus, since our A matrix (Table III, Chapter IX) has
zeros on the diagonal, the resultant matrix, [I-A"}
,
sometimes known as the
Leontieff matrix, has ones on the diagonal and is negative elsewhere. Now we
want to solve for (^Xj
,
which will represent the total necessary production
changes in each industry, in terms of {_Y^. and p-Al . The result is
C^D = CO QA] > 3"^ Ci-aH """ is the inverse of [l-A^ . Thus
:..t'f^-:"^
1
.7-5i vX'
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we can take a given change in final demand Y and multinly it by the corres-
ponding values in the Ql-Aj to find the total change in production that
will result from this change in final demand.
To invert the matrix is a relatively simple process in detenninants if
the matrix is smal]. If it is large (> 3 x3 or so) , it becomes a problem for
a computer. The inverted matrix for the Nigerian economy appears in Chapter
X. With the amount of theory presented above we can now proceed with actual
compilations. What we shall do is to calculate inout and output accounts for
each individual industry, firm, or sector depending on the information avail-
able. These accounts, which are presented in Chapter VII are then compiled
in Chapters tx and X and presented there as the final results of our study.

CHAPTER III
vSOURCEF OF INFORMATION, THEIR QUALITY AND QUANTITY
In this chapter we consider the information used to create the inout-out-
Dut flow accounts and discuss the nature of the data sources. ¥e can divide
these sources into four groups; published information, unpublished government
data, private studies, and the personal observations of the author. Our pur-
pose here is not onlv to acquaint the reader and the researcher with the in-
formation sources, but also to make clear exactly what was used for the study
in order that sources not mentioned, and thus unavailable to the author, may
be directly applied by subsequent researchers^ judging for themselves the relia-
bility in comparison with sources that were used. Also sources mentioned
who^e data is in anparent conflict with the information in this study can be
considered to have been discarded by the author in conoarison with more ac-
curate and more reasonable data. In effect, hovrever, the student can follow
the steos of the author from the data to the finished product seeing for him-
self the various decisions that were made.
Published Information
The first source, almost by tradition for any studv of the Niperian Econ-
omy, is, of course, the World Bank Mission report, published almost ten years
ago. Now rather out of date as far as information that is usable is concerned,
it has a wealth of descriptive material and provides a very good background to
the economy. As the quantitative information contained in it is, at the latest,
for the year 19 "^3, it was not particularly valuable in the actual construction
"The Economic Development of Nigeria." I.P.R.D. Mission. Hookins Press,
Baltimore, 19*^5. (Also published in soft cover in Nigeria.)
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of our innut-output accounts for 19'^^/60, however, it wap used for some of the
descriptive work, particular!'"- agriculture.
One of the real foundations of our input-output rtudy was the work of Dr.
Okigbo. This report, an undertaking of monumental proportions, is today the
background source for most economic studies in Nigeria. It covers the whole
area of National Income accounts, and even more valuable, it outlines many
of the techniques utilized in arriving at the figures presented. Without
this report it is doubtful that the present study could have been undertaken,
as it provides not only usable information, but also a lot of data for check-
2ing various calculations. Peacock and Dosser suggest that the essential
forerunner of any input-output analysis is a good national account study,
such is the relationship of the Okigbo work to our input-output analysis.
Althouc;h the Okigbo work ptops at 19*^7, it does provide a time series
(l9'^'^-^7) for most of its figures. Thus it was a fairly strai?htfon\Tard
process, in most instances, to project the series to our time period. As our
input-output analysis was concerned more m.th the industrial sectors of the
economy, Okigbo was used extensively to obtain agricultural figures. We made
frequent use of his chapter, "Methods of Estimations Gross Domestic Product."
When we came to the estimation of industrial accounts, Okifbo was used to
provide over-all checks, and where the figures are noticeably divergent an
attempt was made to explain the difference. It rhould also be noted that the
present study differs in its treatment of small industry, Okigbo puts it into
^
"Nifjerian National Accounts," 19^0-^5, Dr. P. H. C. Okigbo, Enugu,
Nigeria, 1961. Referred to in this study as "Okigbo."
2
Peacock, A. T. and Dosser, D., "Input-output Anali^-sis in an Underdeveloped
Country: A case study." Review of Economic studies , Volume 2^ (66) 1957-58,
po 21-2U.
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a handicraft sector whereas the Input-output limitation on .joint products makes
it necessary for us to place small industry in the sectors corresponding to
the product of the individual firm. Also, our approach to small industry, in
1
order to estimate its size, is considerably different from that of Okigbo,
who used tax records.
It is strongly recommended that the serious student of the present viork
fir?t familiarize himself with the i-Tork of Okigbo.
Another work of value, although somewhat overshadowed by the Okigbo work,
is the "Economic Survey of Nigeria, 19^9 >^ While some of this material is
as late as the end of 19^8, most of it is for the fiscal year, 19*56/^7 and
thus is not of immediate use in the present work. However, it contains more
descriptive material than Okigbo, as well as a lot of primary data, such as
numbers of animals slaughtered, tonnages of certain crops, etc. As is the
case with most published information, it deals more with the export and import
information than with the internal data and thus waF of limited use. Also
it is a work written from the point of view of the Federal Government; thus
it skims very quickly over the private sector.
Next we should mention the FAO/ICA report on agriculture in the Northern
3
Region. As this report is concerned with descriptions and recommendations,
it is of incidental value to our study. It presents figures only as a means
of describing situations and not particularly as data to be vjorked with.
However, the figures given are for the same time period as our work and thus
•' See Chapter V.
"Economic Survev of Nigeria, 19'59." National Economic Council, Lagos,
19^9.
^ "Report on the Agricultural Survev of the Northern Region of Nigeria by
the FAO/ICA Team." Kaduna, I960.
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are of ?one value. One gets the impression, hox^ever, that accuracy of data
was not a prime consideration, and we found Pome of the figures in serious
divergence with other data. Thus not all the figures were directly used.
The "Handbook of Commerce and Industry," although it appears to be di-
rected to the import and export trade, contains quite a bit of material, and
proved to be particularly useful in calculating the duties and excises on
various Nigerian and foreign products. It also contains a survev of Industrial
Production in 19'79 (reprinted from the Trade Journal) which was a useful check
lirt for the industrial sectors of our study. Also of preat utility were the
chapters on public utilities and exports. The book, which is revised every
few years will always be an essential part of any library of Nigerian economic
information.
Of a different nature from the preceeding references, is the "Annual
2
Abstract of Statistics." This work contains a vast amount of primary data
on almost every conceivable subject and proved essential for information on
production by public utilities, purchases by the marketing boards, producer
prices for agricultural snd livestock products, retail food prices and indices,
certain transport information, and population data. Because our study cuts
across marketing board years it was necessary to go bej'ond the data of the
3
"Abstract" and work x-rith the "Quarterly Dipests of Statistics" which contain
some of the same data as the "Abstract" but on a quarterly and sometimes monthly
ba s_isj;
"Nigerian Handbook of Commerce and Industry," Federal Ministr\'- of Com-
merce and industr^r, La-^os. Hh Edition, I960, (A 5^th edition was published in
1962.)
2 Federal Office of Statistics, "Annual Abstract of Statistics," Lagos,
1961.
3 Federal Office oi Statistics, "Quarterly Digest of Statistics," Lagos,
v?r.ious dates. Used in this study were vol. 9, no. 1, January, I960, and Vol.
10, no. h, October, 1961.
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Absolutely epsential in order to determine some of the over-all external
constraints on the Mip-erian economy, were the "Nir^erian Trade Summaries."^
From these the export products could be accurately cuantified, and average
prices of imports could be obtained. One mi^^ht wish that some of the cate-
gories were more finely divided, but on the whole the material presented is
some of the best available in the country. ?ince the data published comes
from import and export invoices through a long channel of data processing, it
2
might be expected that some of it is not entirely accurate, however, this is
a matter of improving the system, it would be impossible for a researcher to
get more accurate data, thus we must be content with the published figures.
Also useful in the field of statistics, but unfortunately not published
3
after 19'^8 were the "Trade Reports." These are a yearly compilation of the
monthly summaries with added information as to country of origin and destina-
tion, duties, listing of numbers as well as weights, and breakdowns of major
exDorts by ports. The port information proved to be very useful when calcu-
lating the transport contributions to export values.
Continuing viith Federal sources of data, we should mention the quarterly
•Nigeria Trade Journal. ^ This magazine, the principal publication of the
-'• Chief statistician. Federal Office of Ftatistics, "Nifreria Trade Sum-
man;-," Lagos, published monthly. Used in this study were ''larch, 19'^9, Decem-
ber, 19^9, and' March, l'^60.
2 Prior to the oresent studv, the author was involved in a number of eco-
nomic and industrial studies in Nigeria, one of which involved obtaining infor-
mation directly from customs invoices. It was found in this case that quite
a bit of information had become distorted between the invoice and the published
rtatistic. This distortion arose primarily in the assignment of a given im-
oort or exoort to a statiptical category.
^"Trade Report for the Year," Department of statistics, Lagos. Annually.
Used in this study were 19^7 and 19'^8.
^ Federal Ministry of Commerce and Industn^, Nigeria Trade Journal , Lagos,
quarterly. Used in this study were issues from 19'^6 to the present.
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Ministry of Commerce and Industr^^, contain? many useful industry articles.
These tend, however, toward the descriptive rather than the quantitative and
thus were of greater use to the background understanding of the industry being
studied. They also contain annual summaries of industrial activity, summaries
of the mining industry (with production data), and reports of the activity of
marketing boards.
The Ftanford report on transport in Nigeria was used for the transT3orta-
tion sector, and also as a source of ton-mile cost figures used in estimating
transport contributions. As it is 3 report on conditions, and its purpose is
to recommend, there is not a lot of information directlv usable for input-
outprt purposes.
2
T^^ore useful were the publications of the -Railway Corporation as from
these could be obtained goods transported in terms of Quantity and cost of
transoort. A-iso, the T.ariff provided a method of making estimates of trans-
port costs especially where the distance was large and it could be safely
assumed that road transport took verj'' little of the product. Another useful
part of the Tariff was the listing of coal prices. As the Railway Corporation
markets most of the out-put of the Coal Corooration, this gave us a direct
estimate of the price of coal throughout the Federation, and since the pithead
price was knov.m, transport contributions could easily be determined.
A p-ood quantitative and qualitative description of the economy, month by
month, at least as far as major areas of commerce and industry are concerned,
Ftanford Research Institute, "The Economic Coordination of Transport
Development in I'^igeria." l^enlo Park, California, 196l.
2 "Report for the Year 19'^9/6n and Tariff Mo. 5," Nigerian Railway
Corporation, Ebute Metta, I960 and 19'?9.
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is available in the Overseas Revievj of Barclay' f Bank . It appears as though
the Bank has an excellent research staff, and the Reviews contain quite a bit
of information not elsewhere available. This is not the case with the major-
ity of foreign reports on Nigerian conditions, as most of these seem content
to ^ive their readers a rehash of information published by the government.
Thue the Overseas Review was the only "foreign" publication used in our study^
Next we should mention the "Marketing Board Reoorts." These are essen-
tial for calculation of the accounts of the products they sell, however, in
some cases the information 5.e not quite as clear as might be desired. From
these reports we got purchases, buying allowances, transport charges, etc.
As the crop years did not coincide with the study year, a good bit of recal-
culation had to be done, Taese reports are published on a regional level.
3
Also useful xrere th? various "Industrialists Guides" to the regions.
In some cases these contained nothing more than a restatement of Federal in-
formation, but the "Northern Region Guide," in particular, contained a fair
amount of regional data not elsewhere published. Also on a regional level
were the reports, where available, of the Development Cornorations. These
were particularly useful in calculate 1? the accounts of the industries ovmed
* Overseas Review
, Farclay's Bank, D.C.O, London, monthly. Used here
were issues Mav 19^9 - May I960,
2
"Annual Reports of the Marketing Boards," Ibadan, Enugu, and Kano,
covering 19^8, 19'^93 I960.
•^
"Industrialists' Guide to Northern Nigeria" (no author or date, but
obtainable from the regional Finistry of Trade and Industry) ; '^ec-tern Nigeria,
Gateway to Africa, 19^19; "Investment possibilities in the Eastern Region,"
^mugu, 19'p9, "Investment Opportunities in Eastern Nigeria," I960.
"Annual Reports of the Development Corporations," Ibadan, Enugu, Kaduna.
Various years.
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by the Corporations. Finally, the Western Nigeria Statistical Bulletin and
2
the "Eastern Region Forest Department Report" were used in the calculations
of the timber and sa>milling sectors of the economy.
Unpublished Governnent Data
The first document in this category Xiras unpublished at the time of the
fieldwork for our study, but has since been published by the Ministry of Com-
merce and Industry. It is the Industrial Directory
,
and lists all the major
manufacturing establishments in Nigeria by size, industry, and location. The
cutoff point for "major" is ten employees, i.e. firms with less than ten do
not appear on the list, but even so the list contains about seven hundred
names and thus proved to be a rather good check list for the industrial sec-
tors of the economy. A companion piece to this list was an unpublished
(because it vas believed to be incomplete) tabulation by the Department of
"Statistics of firms bv location, size, and industry. This however did not
list the firm names as vas the case with the C. and I. list. It was inter-
esting to not, however, that the two lists did not entirely agree, thus pre-
senting some doubt as to the exact population of certain industries.
Another source, unpublished because it was not only incomplete, but also
because the area which it covered had been drastically changed by urban re-
newal, was the Commerce and Industry survey of manufacturing in Lagos. This
appeared to cover all firms, regardless of size, and also gave some informa-
tion as to size of output, exact t;"pe of product, etc. It was particularly
Western Nigeria Statistical Bulletin , Ministry of Economic Planning,
Statistical "Division, Ibadan., Vol. 1, no. 1, June, 19^9, Vol. 2, no. 2,
December, I960.
^"Sastern Nigeria, Ministry of Agriculture, Forest Division Annual Report,"
19=^9/60, 1960/61.
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valuable in that it had been done in late 19^8, just a short time prior to the
studj'- year we were concerned with. In the end it was used primarily to get an
approximation of industry pooulations in the Federal Territory. In addition,
its coverage of Apapa was excellent enough to be u?ed quite extensively for
Quantitative purposes.
Another very helpful document, oartly because of the methods of estimation,
was an extension of the Okip'bo tables from 19':7 to I960. This was orepared
bv the Economic Planning Unit of the Ministrv of Economic Planning as a back-
ground work to the Development Plan. Throughout our stud" it has been very
interesting to compare our industrial estimates with those of S.P.U.
¥e come now to the documents that formed one of the real foundations for
this study and without which we really could not have produced a work of any
accuracy. These documents are the Annual Industrial Production Questionnaires
of the Department of Statistics. J^ent out to aporoximately seven hundred
2
establishments, these questionnaires cover the whole range of cost and out-
put information of each firm. They are sent out on an annual basis coincid-
ing with the government fiscal year. Thus most of the returns were for the
fiscal year and the decision to make our study for a similar period followed
very easily. Forms are sent out each February asking for infortiation about
the year that ended the previous March. It then takes from six months to a
year to get the forms returned. The author gathered his information in March
19625 thus the forms for the year I96O/6I were just being sent out and the
forms for 19^9/60 were fairlv complete. Thus we decided to make the study for
We are indebted to the Chief Statistician and his staff, particularly
Mr. Adex^rale and Mr. Umoh for their cooperation in making these forms available
and for assisting the author in gathering information from them.
2 The mailing list corresponds in general to the Commerce and Industry
list.
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the year 19'^9/60 (April - March) , although information was taken from all the
forms available in order to have a time series if necessary.
The returns covered six categories, nob all of which were used in our
study. They were, employment, inputs, outputs, inventories, capital expendi-
ture, and future capital plans. From emplo;'7ment vre used only a total wage
figure and an employee count. Inventories yielded a total beginning and end-
ing figure. Capital expenditure gave figures for investment in new and used
assets, depreciation, disposals, and beginning and ending values. Under out-
put? were products in quantity and value both at sales and production cost.
Inputs were the most extensive and were (theoretically) broken down into lo-
cal and imported production, inputs, fuel and electricity, repairs, admini-
stration, rents, insurance, contracts, interest, and other production inputs.
Thus from one form, correctly filled out, the basic cost structure of a firm
could be constructed. Of course, not all forms were, in practice, correctly
filled out, thus causing a bit of uncertainty and sometimes a bit of confusion
in trying to arrive at a cost pattern.
Related to these forms were another set of returns of the Statistics
department; the quarterlv reports of production. These were somewhat newer and
thus hardly covered 19^9/60, however they were very useful in determining more
current outputs of firms and thus providing a basis for interpolation where the
only other returns were for years prior to 19'79/60.
Finally the department had, on file, copies of the annual mining returns.
This is a well-established return covering mainly the tin miners on the Plateau.
The information on the forms is extensive and formed the basis for the account
labelled '^Metallic Mining."

Private Studies
Here we come to a rather mixed ?roup with very diffuse boundaries. .-The
number of private studies that have been done in Nigeria is almost endless;
all have some relevance to our study, only a few, however, were used.
To begin with, we should mention the tvjenty-five or so studies done over
the past few years by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, in Lagos. Ranging from
the excellent to the ordinary, they are, in general, concerned with feasibility
of proposed industries ; however, in the process they cover a lot of the exist-
ing ones. In particular the studies that were of use were those on singlets,
concrete blocks, gravel, lead products, and poultry.^
One of the pillars of our study, at least as far as small industry is
concerned, is the work of the AID industry office, primarily in the Eastern
Region of Nigeria. This is the first thorough tabulation of small industry
in the country, and it is the first real attempt to identify the problems of
such industry. The work lists, by some thirty-six industry classifications,
and by size of establishment up to ten employees, some eleven thousand firms
in fourteen towns of the region. The exact manner in which we used this in-
formation is outlined in Chapter V.
At the same time that the small industry count of the Eastern Region was
being made, its author also gathered a substantial amount of companion data on
output and value added for these firms. ¥e were very fortunate in being able to
have access to this data as well as to talk extensively with the author. His
information wa s used almost exclusively in the small industry narts of our work.
1 These reports are generally available from the Resident Director of the
Fund in Lagos.
Kilby, P., "The Develooment of Small Industry in Eastern Nigeria," A.I.D.,
Industrial Development Division. Laeos, I'ferch 1962.
I ,
.• HI.'
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Personal Observationg «
Into this category fall a lot of qualitative ideas and a bit of quantita-
tive information. We spent eighteen months prior to the present study engaged
in economic and industrial studies in Nigeria, and thus acquired a certain
knowledge of the economic functioning of the country. This has not been an
extensively used primary source, however, as other sources could be considered
as more reliable and accurate. In addition, there was a certain amount of
direct observation of industrv during the period of data gathering for our
study. The particular areas were the Mid-West Region and the tovn of Lagos.
This tvve of information was used only to supplement other sources.
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CHAPTSR IV
RELIABILITY-
In this chapter we discuss the accuracj?- and reliability of the sources of
the previous chapter and try to present some of the value judgements that were
placed uDon them vjhen they were incorporated into our calculations.
To begin with, published sources must be considered to be as accurate as
anything available for the study. This is particularly true for the secondary
sources, that is those that present data that has been prepared by thoughtful
researchers before publication. Tnto this classification would fall the World
Bank Reoort, the Economic Survey, and the masterpiece of Okigbo, although the
latter work, so complete in its description of method, allows the student to
question the original data, if it seens to differ with his own, without ques-
tioning the preparation of the material. Some readers have questioned this
work because it leaves out certain items, -' but what is presented in it must
be taken as correct.
This however b.rings up a definite limitation on almost all sources en-
countered in Nigeria, that of omission. Nigeria is a vast country and the
various gatherers of information are few. Thus, a perfectly good work will
almost always leave out something, simply because of limitations on time and
manpower. Take, for example, the question of how many industrial establish-
ments there are in Nigeria. It would seem that, in a relatively unindustrial-
ized country, counting would be simple, but just the opposite is the case.
The number of firms is very large, and most firms are very small. Thus all
^
.'^'ee "Reno-t of the First AID Mission to Nigeria, "p. ':J2-'=^3. In this
report mention is made of Okigbo' s apparent omission of such accounts as gath-
ering of wood and drawing water.
.;,.!' . :.: O'" '; ,;c' .ji'-ryo::
i-.'-'Z I nr -'TB £"
fi-1 ; > . • !_!''
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lists are forced to put a lower liinit on the size of the firm included, the
result being that the various lists all differ. The works of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry are quite sood, but they cover only what is physically
poFsible with their own manpower; thus we have had to add other sources to
approximate a complete list. Even our present study is far from comprehensive,
it would easily take several additional man-years to bring it even to within
'j% of absolute reality, particularly if we contemplate the small-firm situa-
tion.
The error of omission is particularly evident in primary sources, and it
seems to occur in inverse proportion to the presentation of incorrect informa-
tion. This is the cas-e with the Department of rtatisticf , which is extremely
careful not to publish anjrthing unless it has a hiph probability of being
true. Thus we can assume that the published works of this department are
of high accuracy as long as we do not assime them to be comprehensive.
The trade figures of this department can be, as was mentioned in the last
section, subject to errors in data processing, particularlv in the trans-
cription of the primary invoices to the computer system, and thus might be
suspect as far as accuracy is concerned. It is a physical impossibility for
a statistician to check the accuracy of data processing. However, we have
assumed that this type of error is relatively small in comparison with those
of the major sources of our work.
Reports of public corporations, marketing boards, and development banks
are all subject to normal annual report processes. If read with a sharp eye
The only case of incorrect fieures encountered was in the Quarterly
Digest of ^tatiPtics , Vol. 10, no. h, October 1961, p. 73. The figures are
on purchaFes of agricultural products. Most likely this is a printing error,
rather than a statistical one.
M* r-n - '.:•*' i ?.<y
-
v. , .fVit '•_>> '1%-
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th^ are quite accurate, but due to the large number of accounting maneuvers
designed to make an annual reoort fulfill a particular function, their fig-
ures can rarely be taken and ueed directly. Hoi-^ever, as these sources were
not a major factor in our study, problems with them were few.
Personal information as a source is always subject to inaccuracies, thus
we have avoided using it quantitatively in our study except in those cases
where there was no other data available. Where it has been used has been noted
in the flow account? so that subsequent researchers may immediately verify or
disprove it.
Private studies are almost always suspect. Particularly if they have been
done to prove or disprove something. Omission of data either by lack of re-
sources to get it, or in order to prove a point, is quite common. However,
in most instances the information extracted from these studies was of a neu-
tral nature and so could be considered as being accurate but not always com-
plete. The AID study of small business we consider to be fairly accurate,
probably more so than its author claims. The research that went into this
reoort was dUigenf and far more comprehensive than anything before it.
It only claims to have covered parts of the Eastern Region and these are
clearly outlined. ¥e assumed the data to contain far less error than was
introduced in the processing of the data in our own study (see Chapter V) .
As vras mentioned earlier, the researcher also provided us with cost struc-
tures for individual firms. Each individual firm's cost figures are prob-
ably only vapuely correct, however there were enough samples so that most in-
dustries could be aggregated, and it was assumed that in these sums errors
would tend to cancel out. Whether this was actually so could not concern us
greatly, as this was just about the only data available on small industry.
jt: ,.i I ^
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and thus we had to use it. vie point out the assumption here primarily to indi-
cate that this area could use a lot more study.
The unpublished government sources, for the most part, xrere unpublished
for a very good reason; the office possessing the data considered it not ac-
curate enough for publication. This was the case with the C. and I. survey
of Lagos, end thus ve used it only to supplement the more accurate AID infor-
mation. The Industrial Directory was probably withheld for the same reason.
An exception to this was the projections of the Okigbo work by the E.P.U.,
as there was no real reason for publication in this case. The methods of
projection and estimation are clearly outlined in this document, and as it is
founded on published and publicly available information, the only location of
error would be in the techniques themselves, not in the data. However, the
techniques are quite sophisticated and can hardly have produced more error
than those utilized in our study.
The Industrial Production returns of the Statistics department were un-
published for several reasons, all of which have bearing on this stud3'', as we
used data from these returns quite extensively. The first and probably most
important is that the retvirns are covered hy the Statistical Ordinance of
19'^7, ^^Thich prohibits revelation of information submitted^ to competitors or
tax authorities and goes on to say that published data from these forms must
be in "aggregate form." This convention has been followed in our work; where
an industry account covered only a single firm, we have combined this account
with that of another industry'- in the same sector. This explains the union of
such activities in our accounts as tea and margarine. The second reason for
non-publication is common to a lot of our sources, the returns were incom.plete.
Thus the reasoning that it would not be sensible to publish statistics about
r-i (r
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an indurtr;/- unless data was at hand for all the fixms in that industry. Since
this condition of completeness was never fulfilled, information from the
Industrial Productions Returns has never been made public. This state of hav-
ing only some of the members of an industry was one we encountered many times,
and as long as we knew the total number of firms, or had any figure covering
the whole industr;'/, we could make estimates or projections. Errors were more
likely to have been introduced in our estimating process than to have been
inherent in the data. Finally, the third reason for not publishing informa-
tion from the returns was that the process of filling out the forms intro-
duced many errors on the part of individual firm accountants. It is quite
evident from scanning even a few forms that there was a high incidence of
either ominsion of certain items, or incorrect reporting of others. A valid
conclusion is that the forms were far too sophisticated for the average ac-
countant, they ask for too much, and their language is that of the statisti-
cian, not the businessman. Hovrever, as this was the only real information
we had to work with in the area of manufacturing data, we took all that was
available, determined to make something of it. It xifas surprising how much
turned out to be good material, and how most of the apparent errors could be
rectified b;- assuming the role of the accountant and asking why a particular
figure appeared where it did.
Thus we have assumed the information on the returns was as accurate as
any of the rest of the data we had available. There uere, of course, a few
cases of gross inconsistencies both within the forms and also with external
data; the soap industry is an excellent example. Where such was the case, we
have pointed it out in our accounts, so that subsequent research can clear up
the question.
, t.h.'i
i:f!" .•;:.
'. 'f.t.
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In sura, we concluded thet the data available was reasonably extensive
and of varying accuracy. It is doubtful that anything we have called upon
is entirely accurate. Ho!-7ever, to improve upon it would quickly get us to
the point of diminishing returns. Cei'tainly our study could be made more
accurate, and x-ie have tried to identify the specific areas of vreakness, but
to attempt to improve the accuracy of all the data would mean many years more
of research, the returns from which could hardly justify the effort.
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CHAPI5R V
TECHNIQUES AND v-^PECIAL C0NSIDI21ATI0NS
At this point we present a discussion of the numerous techniques that
were utilized in the process of converting the data from raw form to the pre-
sentation in Tables I and II, and more particularly the methods used to pro-
duce the flov accounts in Chapter VII. A good deal of this is covered in
particular cases in that Chapter, here we discuss the general case and also
present some of the, almost arbitrary, breakdowns employed.
We realize that such a presentation exposes what in some cases are very
weak points in the analysis, however, as this paper is intended to be built
upon by subsequent research, it seems far wiser to lay open the full computa-
tional story.
Let us begin tdth what is probably the most useful technique and one which
is especially adapted to input-output analyses, the idea of time projections.
By this we mean the changing of data from one period to fit another period
using only one or a few pieces of information about the desired period. As
it was necessary to choose a time span for analysis, and as government years
in Nigeria end on the 31st of March, we started with this fiscal year, choos-
ing the most recent one for which there was sufficient information. As men-
tioned earlier, we decided upon the year April 19'o9 to March I960, Initially
about "pO^ of the data fell directly into this period, the rest was either
from an overlapping period, or from a separate period. In seme cases the
period involved was not a full year, in a few others it was eighteen months.
All this divergence meant that a technique had to be devised to fit all data
into the selected time period.
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Fortunately, input-output theorv provided the method, ¥e stated earlier
that one of the basic assumptions of the analysis is that output is a linear
function of input and that therefore the technology coefficient should be
valid at any level of production. Extend this to include the ratio of any
input to any output, and we have our needed technique. This ignores, as does
the analysis, the fact that technological coefficients change over time and
also that in situations of only a few industries in a sector the apparent
coefficient may be different from the real long-run ratio. The end result is
that the ratios and flows calculated represent average values over a time span
of several years, or in more accurate cases, the instantaneous value for the
specified time period of a ratio that is changing during the longer time span.
In a typical case, we would have information about a given company or
industry for the year following the one we were interested in. Then we might
have one piece of information from an earlier year, perhaps nothing more than
a value-added figure from the Okigbo study. However, this immediately gave
two points on the time seirLes line of value-added. Interpolating gave the
value-added for our desired time period and the ratio of this figure
to the corresponding figure, where we had the complete data, would then be
applied to all figures in the complete list.
Frequently we had to ^o one step beyond this as we not only did not have
information in the correct time period, but also it did not cover the entire
industr"'-. A typical case might be that of having information about two com-
panies out of an industry total of five. Here we would have to project the
two films to a supposed five firms before translating the time period. Some-
times we had information about the whole industry and thus could project.
Often the information about the total was in another time period which meant
rr :::
.-/W. 1 < !.,
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time translation first, anH so on in this manner, sometimes building several
levels of projections. Lacking total industry information we would have to
make, for example, a simnle ^',2 ratio projection, under the rough assimption
that all firms were about the same size, or more specifically that the ave-
race of our sample was identical to the average of the whole population.
In certain cases vje lacked data of any kind about inputs and/or outputs
and were forced to use other techniques. One method is to use ratios from
other innut-output studies. This vras done onlv once in our study, although
frequent use of this technique would have simplified the calculations. We
felt, however, that to borrow other-country ratios would destroj'- the local
quality of the study, W'-^ere we did borrow ratios it was for the output of an
industry for which we had the magnitude, but had little or no jdea of the users
of this output. Another rarely used process of borrowing was that of prices.
The need for this arises vrhen the inout is suraplied by the manufacturing com-
pam'- itself, and thus does not appear on the accounts. This was the case with
the limestone for cement, all of which is rained on the spot. Another technique
is to examj.ne the production process itself and detemiine the ratios of the
various in'^uts on a physical unit basis. This become? useful in industries
where one can calculate the entire internal flow pattern in physical units be-
fore translating to money flows. Such was the case with soao, where the ap-
parent contradiction of input costs made it necessary to rro to the physical
units. Here we had an absolute measure of some of the inputs and outputs, and
application of organic chemistry produced the total internal flow. Similar
calculations were employed v;ith industrial gases and with bitumen; in the
latter case it was necessary to calculate the number of drums required to con-
tain the output, and this then became the input from metal drum manufacturing.
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In certain industrial erouns vje found that there were perhaps thirty to
fifty firms per group and that we had on the order of 20^ of the firms in our
detailed records. This was enough to employ a refinement of the earlier pro-
jection technique. Here we divided the firms into groups according to size,
usually on the basis of number of employees, as this is the most easily ob-
tainable piece of information about a firm. The firms for which we had data
we also divided up this way and then input-output projections were made on the
basis of these subgroups before combining all the groups to give the industry
flovT account. This method removes errors arisin? from the assumption that all
firms, large and small, have the same technological coefficients. This
technique was used with textile manufacturers, soft drink makers, vehicle re-
pairers, and others. It was also extensively used on the small industry pro-
jections (see below)
.
One of the most important methods, especial'' v in the agricultural sec-
tors was that of residuals. Here we had an export figure and sometimes a
marketing board purchase figure. We started with these totals and worked back-
ward. The export figure includes duty, so the first step was either to take
the duty-collected figure from Government data or to calculate the duty payable
on the basis of the quantity exported and the schedule of duties. The next
step was to relocate the product at the place of origin rather than at the
seaoort. This could be approached in several ways. Often there were railway
revenue figures for the product, and these were considered valid if it was
known that virtually all of the product went out by rail or it could be as-
su'^ed that the distance was too great for profitable road transport.-^
* A short analy.^is of average road rates compared with railway tariffs
indicates that as far as Lagos is concerned, points be-^'ond Ibadan would find
it cheaper to ship by rail.
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Having relocated the product, we often had a local buying price and thus could
assign the difference to charges for service and trade, or even to marketing
boards. Where the product needed to be bagged or baled, we were able to fig-
ure out the cost of such packaging; thus some agricultural account? show im-
ports by the service industr'''. In many cases, however, we had no information
other than export and duty. Here we simoly assigned 10^ of the export-before-
dutv value to transport, and similar amounts to trade and service. This
method was often used in reverse for imnorts. After addin<? the duty to the
import we would then assume that there was a markup of 30^ of final selling
price divided equally among trade, transport, and service. This was done in
cases where vje knew where the product was consumed or who bought it, and we
knew the quantity, but not the price. It was also used as the local markup
on domestic food between the producer and consumer. In other cases we had a
definite figure in a company' s records for the item in question. Here the
difference between this figure and the after-duty-iraport figure was divided
equally among the three sectors producing the markup. Finally, in certain
cases we did not even know the import value, so we simply took off a 30!^
markuD, and divided in the normal fashion.
It raav be argued that this method is rather arbitrary and tends to make
the three lar-e sectors all equal, yet for a first approximation there is
reall^r no other method. : We mieht point out that the results in our
case gave a surprisingly frood figure as far as other estimates were concerned,
anr! also that the boundary between trade and service is not well-defined at
It would be better to make the breakdown according to the relative
sizes of the sectors, yet this would involve either a priori information,
or a series of successive approximations far beyond the manoower available
for the study.
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present, this being the one area of the Nigerian economy about which very lit-
tle is known. On an over-all basis the 30^ markup fipure seems to agree with
other estimates. A more detailed discussion of this iresidual sector problem
apoears at the end of Chapter VII.
Another technique involving residuals was that of assigning the outputs
of an industry. In these cases we kner^r what production and sales were, but
had little or no idea of hew much went to each of the assumed users. Often the
users would include consumption and investment (final uses) as well as inter-
mediate uses. Here the initial step was to assign the entire output to con-
sumption and/or "other uses." Then calculations Xiiould proceed for other
accounts and other sectors, and at the end of all calculations, the explicitly
mentioned uses of the output that was previously undefined would be netted
out from the consumption fi?ure. Thi.-^ was used particularly in the industries
whose outputs were repairs and miscellaneous products. In vehicle repairing,
for example, ve knew the total output of repairs, but we had no idea of how
much of this was intermediate use until all flow accounts were completed.
The final subtraction of the intermediate use from the total gave the consump-
tion use.
Time series projections were another useful tool. This type of calcula-
tion differs from the time interpolations mentioned earlier in that there is
no data about the needed time period or about subsequent periods. Thus fig-
ures have to be projected forward. For the most part we made these projec-
tions b-'- finding the average change over a number of years and then applying
this to the time between the latest data and our calculation year. Most
often this was used for price information, where nothing much has been re-
corded since the 19^^? Okigbo work. In the case of subsistence agriculture.
.-i' ''?'
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we had to be a bit more careful. Average increape projections would not be
particularly valid as the production (at least accordinp to Okigbo) varies
over a iri.de range from year to year. In the end we decided to project by a
rather conservative measure. A projection line was run through the minimiam
points of the curves for the four sections of subsistence agriculture. Sven
here the accuracy is verjr crude, the standard deviation of this projection in
our study is about (plus or minus) 30 million pounds sterling.
Another technique which is often used, (but this should not be a habit)
is euess work. We tried to keeo this to a minimum, but there were some cases
where we eimplv had to make our cnjn estimate, based usually on our intuitive
feelings about the matter. Where we have done so has been noted in the flow
account? of Chapter VII.
Inventories presented a problem for a fev; items. In most cases the
differences between productaon and sales we-^e small enough so that they
could be ignored. However, for accounts such as groundnuts, where a large
part of the crop snends quite some time waiting to be shipped, the problem
requires attention. Our aoproach in the Marketing Board cases was to let
the Boards act as a reservoir rather than assume th?t agriculture had not
yet p'^oduced the goods. Where the Marketing Board was not involved we
sinply had to assume production of the excess had not occurred. The problem
here is that this tends to distort the input-output coefficients. Happily the
inventor;'- problem did not often occur.
In one or two cases we found ourselves with the problem of a non-cash
transfer. The best example of this is the cotton seed that is returned to
the farmers for replanting. They pay nothing for this seed, yet if it were
exported, it would have a value to the Marketing Board of 1 7 per ton. Thus

we have to assume a "phantom" transfer of raw cotton of the same value from
the farmers to the Board?. The end result is that the farmers are really-
paid more for their products than the official price; all this means adjust-
ment of published figures. We ran across this problem again with the care of
the saximill that generates a sizeable amount of electricity for its own and
the local town' s use. Here we have one company involved in two sectors of
the economy. ?ince the common element was wood chips used as fuel, we valued
these to balance the internal use plus external sales, thus producing a sale
by sawmiP-ing to electricity and a partial balancing figure in our final tables.
Transit trade was another problem. For the most part this trade is done
in bond and never enters the import and exnort figures of the country. There
are, however, a number of cases where foreign agricultural products enter
the local marketing, and sometimes processing, systems before being exported.
Our approach to this question was to consider the nature of the journey through
Nigeria. Onlv in the case of hides and skins could it be said that the product
did not undergo transformation in the country. Here we netted the probable
imports out from the recorded export figures, and placed in our flow accounts
onl;''' the amounts of trade, traRsport, and service added on in transit. Other
products like cotton, and cattle, undergo processing and thus are included
in t'^e flow accounts; the foreign contributions were labelled "imports."
In one case, palm kernels, there seemed to be a definite unrecorded export
trade from the 'Western Region to Dahomey. Here we valued the trade at the
price which could have been obtained from the Hestern Region Marketing Board,
and added the total to the export figures.
Having discussed methods, let us now turn to some of the breakdowns of
general items that were employed. As will be seen below, the data sheets on
i: E'.hsti ti-i ;-l
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particular firms, contained a number of general headings which served to de-
scribe the internal upe of innuts rather than the nature of these inputs. The
one most often encountered was "administration;" others were "local supplies,"
and "repairs." Luckily the latter item was broken down by type of repair. We
made the arbitrary decision to aesipn all vehicle repair to Transport Equipment,
all plant and equipment repair to Metallic Manufacturing, and building and
ground repair to Construction. In the case of administration we used a break-
down based on guesswork; hOi to service, 2CK each to imports and miscellaneous,
and ICT* each to trade and transport. Local supplies, unless they could be
definitely traced to local production, were assumed to be imported by a trad-
ing company and bought locally as inputs. Thus our breakdown of this cate-
eory was ^O'''. imports, 2'ifo trade, 1^'^ transport, and 10/J service. Imported
inputs listed as such were assigned 70"^ imports, and ICF^ each for trade, trans-
port, and service. If the user was a large companjr, we assumed that the im-
port was direct and thus omitted the trade margin. Similar breakdowns were
applied to buying allowances (the fees 'pald^ by the Marketing Boards to get
the crops from the farmer to the port) . It was assumed that 80^ of the al-
lowance was service and that the other 20^ was imports, service, trade, and
transport. Hol^'ever, neat as these breakdowns may seem, we should point out
that they were often modified when other information was available or when a
certain item seemed to be unrealistic.
The question of miscellaneous manufactiH'ing may at first seem confusing
to the reader of this work. In our original plan it was intended that this t®
just one sector containing all industries n.e.c. However, after further study
of the nature of the miscellaneous contribution to such items as administra-
tion, it was decided that these inputs would be more realistically described
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as coming from Metallic Manufacturing and from Food, Leather, Paoer, etc.
('"^ectoi^s 18 and 19) as well as Miscellaneous (."^ector 20). Thus all miscel-
laneous inputs, havin"' been totalled, were then assigned an origin of ^0%
Sector 19 and 2'if- each Sectors 18 and 20. In the cases where the user was
one of these sectors, the miscellaneous inputs were dropped by the amount of
the intra sector transfer.
Before discussing the treatment of the data forms themselves, let us
turn to a large area which required special treatment—small industry.
A substantial portion of the industry of Nigeria is of the very small
firm type, particularly one.and two-man establishments. By Okigbo estimates
they make up 60^ of the industrial product of the nation. For these we could
not hope to have a complete set of accounts, there are probabl^r on the order
of l60 thousand of them. What we did have were scattered surveys, both as to
number and cost structure for all the industries involved. Probably the most
complete is a numerical (with some unpublished cost data) survey of a number
of towns in the Eastern Region of the country. This was done under the aus-
pices of AID during the summer of 1961 and, as far as can be determined, is a
complete industrial enumeration of the town? listed. The survey comes up
with about 11,000 firms covering 3^ industries in lit towns. It was on this
survey that we based opr small industry projections.
The first piece of data that was needed was an estimate of how much of
the region was covered in the survey. ¥e assumed that industrial activity
takes place only in the urban areas, and this would seem to be borne out by
observation (except possibly for the omnipresent bicycle repairer who seems
to be in every collection of houses, no matter how small) . The next step
was to calculate the urban population of the region and that of the towns
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covered in the survey. Relyinp on the portions listed in the 19^2 census, we
came up with the relationship that the towns covered have about 33% of the
urban population of the region. From this we got "an Eastern Region Factor"
and then, computing the ratio of urban populations for the other regions, we
came up with factors for those regions as well. However, these all had to
be modified to account for the differing patterns of industry in the regions,
and here \e used the "craftsmen" figures contained in the census, and applied
the ratio of craftsmen/urban population to each regional ratio. But this was
not all. At this point v.e had numerical counts of the firms in the country,
but no idea of the relative productivities of firms as compared between regions.
Here we called on the wage rate computed from the data in Okigbo. Finall-"-, we
added in Lagos from the surv-:-"- of that city, done by the Minir try of Commerce
and Industn'- in about 19'^7-^8. ^'^e assumed that this survey covered about 60^
of the firms in existence.
Thus the final adjustments come out as follows:
Worth 9.6
East 3.0
West 3.3
South C.
.g
16.5 plus Lagos.
At this point we were ready to work on the actual figures. It will be noted
that the Eastern Region survey divides the enumeration by firm size so that
there are four separate groups, 1 worker, 2"^ workers, 6-9 workers, and 10 plus
xiTorkers. This grouping was applied to all the different industries covered.
Thus in the actual proj ection each of .'the four groupings was multiplied by our
'-
"The Development of Small Industi^r in Eastern Nigeria," br Kilby, P.
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factor above. Then, using each of the fovx numbers thus obtained, we worked
upon the cost factors for each size group; luckily, in virtually all industries
there was enough data so that each size grouD had several examples in it. Only
after each of the four size rroup costs had been calculated uere all costs
put together for an industry total.
In practice, however, these small industry calculations often "oroduced
substantial disagreement vath other data, thus v;e were forced to modify some
of the estimates. In all cases ve retained the cost structures of the survey
and projected upon them either by using the ratios developed above, or by
i.-orking with a knoim input.
As a final part of this chapter on methods, let us turn to an example
of the Department of Statistics ES-31 Form, from which a large part of our
industrial input-output information was derived, and demonstrate the process
by which an account was transformed into a flow account. Figure one shows the
entries from the form which were used. lie shall assume that the industry
processes agricultural materials into consumer goods and that it is for the
same time period as our base year.
Inputs
Raw Materials hiPhOOO

Our first step is to assign the output to consumption. Tl-iis is not the
price that is actually paid by the consumers, as there are service, trade and
transport differentials to be added. However, as far as company X is con-
cerned, this is the price at which they sell to the customer. Thus our first
entry:
Output to Consumption 898.6
Next, let us look at the utilities and coal. We know from the coal accounts
that the pithead nrice is S 2.5 per ton and thus the cost of coal to X is
B 31215, the rest being transport. Thus we get:
Coal 3.1
Transport 2,6
Also: Utilities 60.
8
Next we look at repairs, and, remembering our decisions as to allocation,
produce this:
Transport Equipment 1.0
Metallic Manufacturing 31.2
Construction 2.3
Interest and insurance are special items, and there is always some doubt about
the exact nature of these items. For our study we chose to regard interest
as part of value-added and thus not an input, while insurance x^ras placed in
the service industry:
Service »h
0-Uier mate-ials and packing materials present some problem in that they may or
may not be imported goods. In almost every case such items were handled using
particular knowledge of the industry pnd of the nature of the corollary in-
puts. Hare let us regard them as being of import origin. The packing a di-
rect import:
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Irnports 1,5
Service ,2
Transport .2
and the "other materials" as local of import origin
Imports
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Inputs
Coal
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CHAPTER VI
SECTORS AND IHEIR MKEUP
In this Chapter we discuss the twenty sectors that were finally decided
upon in forming the matrix and what exactly went into making up these sectors.
Fir^t, let us note that these twenty sectors, all concerned with produc-
ing processes in the Nigerian economy, cover all the economic activity therein,
except for the value-added by the governments and by the marketing boards.
The former is easily explained, as this is traditionally left out of the inter-
mediate sectors of an input-output analysis as are the purely receotive sec-
tor? of export, consumption, and investment; by receptive we mean that they
consume but do not produce anything of non-primanr nature. The omission of
the marketing boards from our intermediate sectors is perhaps open to argu-
ment. However, we chose to follow the reasoning of most Nigerian economists
and regard the boards as taxing organizations rather than as agricultural or
ser^/ice bodies. We should also note here that some of the government activi-
ties that actually produce, such as the map-making department and the vaccine
producing stations have been included in the intermediate sectors, as they
are activities that are in Fome economies undertaken by private organizations;
at Nii^eria ' s present r-tage of development these activities could not be profit-
ably run by private firms.
Thus we have defined the scone of our twenty sectors by taking the whole
economy and stating what is not in the sectors. We should also note that tak-
ing the Sum of the value-added in each of the sectors and adding to it the
value added by government and marketing boards will give us the gross domestic
product at factor cost.
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Let us quickly turn to the sectors themselves and identify them and their
contents. This having been done, we shall then have the framei/irork for the
presentation of the bulk of the study; the individual accounts and the various
tables.
Sector 1. Agriculture . Thjs sector is very narrowly defined here and
most of it is involved in the subsistence area of the economy. It includes
all vegetable products, except the products of the forest, but it does not
include any organized processing. Thus groundnuts are included through the
decortication stage as all of this is on a hand o^ J^emi-hand basis. Cotton,
however, is included only up to the time it reaches the gin, as further pro-
cessing is mechanical. Mixtures of hand and mechanical processing, such as
palm products, have been treated as all mechanical, the palm account in
agriculture ending at the oil expelling process. Also included within the
agriculture sector, and accounting for most of the identifiable inputs, are
the several plantations, a number of which vrere not actually yet producing
at the time of the study.
2. Livestock, Fishing , and Forestry . Here the same hand/mechanical
division holds, except that it occurs after the livestock are slaughtered,
the fish landed, and the trees presented to the sawyers. Thus sectors 1 and
2 cover all the animal and vegetable products in their primary state. Live-
stock is included to the ooint of division of the animal into the various
products, meat, hides, etc. Forestr^'- covers all wood up to the time it ap-
pears as export lo^s, sawmill logs, or firevrood.
3. Agricultural Processing . This sector takes the products of sectors
1 and 2 and converts them, primarily for export. Here we have the processing
of export crops such as cotton and palm oil, as well as the sawing of wood
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and the tanning of leather. The only processing of products of agriculture
not included here is that of food and tobacco.
it. Textiles . This sector includes only the making of cloth. Its larg-
est single input is thus cotton from the ginneries and the activity is con-
fined to the three large firms, a good number of medium firms, and countless
small village looms.
5. Apparel . This covers all the manufacture of clothing and shoes.
Its sources of supply are the textiles industry, the imoort of bolts of cloth,
and leather.
6. Beer and Tobacco . This sector covers all manufactured drink, alco-
holic and soft, as well as the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes. Palm
wine, although quite alcoholic, is included in Agriculture.
7. Food . A straightforvTard grouping. This includes any foodstuffs
that require formal processing before consumption. Notable members are bread
and margarine.
8. Metal Mining . This sector is mainly concerned with the tin mines on
the Jos Plateau. However, it includes the mining of other metals, such as
gold.
9. Non-metal Mining . This covers all the mineral extraction not in-
cluded in sector 8. Thus we have here coal, petroleum, limestone, sand stone,
and gravel, etc.
10. Chenucals . Not really an accurate description of the contents, the
chemical industry in Nigeria has hardly begun to develop. The major member
of this sector is soap, others include bitumen processing, and carbon dioxide.
11. Transport . An obvious grouping, we only hope that we have accounted
for all of it. This sector forms some 20^ of the non-agricultural economy.
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We have included not only the forraal means of transport, but also some estimate
of the canoe traffic on the nation's waterways.
12. Utilitie s. This account is for the generation of electricity by the
ECN and bv the large orivate producers, the greneration of electricity by small
scattered private units was not considered. Also in this sector are the es-
timated combined accounts for municipal water supplies.
13. Trade . This is a rather diffuse sector and it fades in some places
into the service sector. We have attempted to include only that portion of
distribution actually concerned with the buying and selling of goods. A more
precise description occurs in our discussion at the end of Chapter VII,
lit. Construction . Reasonably self-explanatory, about S% of GNP, this
sector's outputs are primarily to investment. V'here a transfer from con-
struction to an intermediate sector occurs, it is usually for the repair of
buildings and grounds. Land clearing is also included in construction.
1^. Service . Although this merges rather diffusely vath trade, it con-
tains some rather definite activities. Wissions, the professions, banking, and
domestic service are included. Other parts are ownership of buildings, enter-
tainment, buyinp agencies for export crops, and the non-cash hewing of wood
and drawing of water. Service accounts for 10^ of GNP,
16. Transport Equipment . Except for some isolated vehicle assembly, and
a bit of boat building, this sector is mainly concerned with the repair of
transoort equipment.
17. Non-metallic Mineral Manufacturing . A rather speciali?5ed sector con-
taining pottery and cement making.
18. Metallic Manufacturing
. Here we have the large manufacturers of
metal goods such as structures, tanks, and drums, as well as the smaller

craftsmen who turn out ornamental ironwork, hinges, and spikes. Bicycle as-
sembly and nail manufacture are also included.
19. Manufactures of Wood, Leather , Rubber , Plastic , and Paper . These
industries are prouped here as they seem to be the major industries left over
after the first 18 sectors. In a larger economy each would deserve a sector
to itself. Even in combination these industries only account for 1^ of GNP.
Probably the largest single member is wood manufactures, as this covers all
forms of carpentry and furniture making.
20. Miscellaneous . This is the collection of the left over industries.
Here we have such things as perfume and mattresses. As we noted in Chapter V,
transfers from Miscellaneous recorded in the tables of Chapter VII are not
entirely concerned with sector 20. Rather they cover sectors 18-20 in a
specific proportion.
Thus vre have our 20 sectors and with them in mind we novr proceed to present
the detailed analysis of this paper. It should be noted that these sectors do
not conform exactly to the I."^.I.C. classifications, nor to other Nigerian stud-
ies. They represent our judgement as to the manner in which the economy should
be split. The principal differences between our sectors and those of Okigbo are
as follows. First the crafts have been assigned to sectors by nature of product,
rather than being " put together. Second we have created the agricultural pro-
cessing sector, at the same time combining livestock, fishing and forestry for
lack of decent input-output data to keep them separate. Third, our definition of
trade is much narrower, and finally, we have added to service a number of activi-
ties that the AID report suggested had been omitted from the Okigbo work.
' This is taken from the Report of the First AID Mission to Nigeria, p. ^2-
53. Dr. Rivkin, who prepared the report, suggests that Okigbo left out some
B 17 million for locally gathered firewood, fe 1.5 million for entertainment, and
E 10 million for intra-household services. We have taken his suggestion and
inserted these figures back into Okigbo before making our projections.
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CHAFER VII
INiER-INDUSTOY FLOW ACCOUNTS
This chapter contains most of our analysis; the separate accounting, as
far as is possible, of each individual industrj''. It ir from these accounts
that we have made up the inr)ut-output matrices, and it was vath these accounts
that the majoritj'- of time and effort involved vias spent.
There may be some question as to why the accounts are presented at all.
From the researcher's point of view the preeentction of his detailed calcula-
tions in such a form makes him rather prone to be questioned on the accuracy
of his analysis, and one set of dubious figures may tend to cast a doubting
lipht on the whole studv. From the reader's point of view the tables are
long, and possibly of little use to anyone except an analyst concerned with
detail. The manbers of the various industries may not appreciate having their
cost structures, even in aggregate form, presented to the general public.
Yet the presentation of the accounts fills a very definite function, that of
making this analysis not a static one-time study, but a piece of work that
can be constantly revised as information becomes available without having to
redo the entire study, or even a sector. In addition, as will be noticed,
most of the accounts are accompanied by a reasonably detailed discussion of
the data used to obtain the figures, and the methods employed to transform
the data into usable form. Some of the methods would as a matter of course
occur to a subsequent researcher, others however may offer a different, and
not previously conceived of, approach. In some cases the approach of this
study may pi-'ove to be inadequate, and thus a more sophisticated method may be
immediately substituted in the particular industry concerned. Another use of
.•5... 'X-
the individual accounts might be that of a need for quantitative information
about a particular industr"', more detailed than that available in the national
income data, but not fo complete as to warrant s field svrvey of the industry.
Our accounts contain such data, in reasonablv usable form, together ''
with value-added figures. Presentation of the accounts of each in-
dustry in detailed form thus fits the general purpose of this present work
which is to create a tool, a working model, and an information source, rather
than a monolithic work of no practical value.
At this point it might be appropriate to discus's the form of the accounts
and some of the notations used. First, it will be noted that the accounts
are arranged in groups corresponding; to the various sectors. Each separate
account is titled according to the industry covered, and beneath'-the actual
figures will usually be found a description of the industry, the extent of
coverage of the particular account, the sources of data, the methods of trans-
formation and a certain number of value judgements as to the reliability of the
figures presented. As is the custom in most input-output analyses, figures
are in money units, in this study they appear as thousands of pounds (Niger-
ian) , and are rounded off at the nearest hundred pounds. It may be likely
that the data in the majority of cases do not warrant the last place figures,
but in some cases there is accurate information to the hundred pound range.
Thus most data is presented this way for the sake of uniformity. Transfers
are labelled according to the sectors to which they go and the sectors from
which they come. Where more identification than the sector is warranted, the
origin and destination are listed as industries vnthin the sectors. Emphasis
here is placed on the inputs rather than the outputs as the accounts from
See also Chapters V and VI.

which the data was gathered are oriented towards costs rather than customers.
Accounts are presented on a double entry basis with inouts on the left and
outt)uts on the right. Where there are no incuts, outputs appear in the center.
A third entry associated T;ith double entries (particular Ij?- in the agricultural
accounts) refers to exporting costs of the commodity. Since this is usually a
mixture of Transoort, Trade, and Service, it is listed with the commodity in-
volved rat'-'er than as a separate entr"- under the three industries involved.
Sector 1. Agriculture
Groundnuts (Peanuts)
Exports I5,81j6.[t
To Agricultural Manufacturing (Groundnut Crushing) it, 992.
6
To Consumption Lt,725«0
Value Added 25,56U.O
Export of Groundnuts
Service Exports 1,731.6
Transport Exports 3,813.3
Service Imports (Bags and Insecticide) l,02ii.7
Service from Miscellaneous (Tarpaulins) 67.3
Service from Transport 3ii5.1
Groundnuts are one o^ the principal crops of Nigeria and the principal
product of the Northern Region. (There is a minute amount grown in the East)
.
Most of the crop comes from the Kano area—T-rLthin a radius of one hundred miles
of the town—but a significant fraction comes from the Rivers area, particu-
larly the Upper Benue in Adamawa Province.
In these accounts we had a problem of inventories. Far more was exported
in the study year than was bought from the farmers. Thus it was assumed that
all the exDorted nuts plus the nuts sold to local processors during the study
year were also bought from the farmers in that same year. Having the tonnages
for the several nut destinations, ratios with stated tonnages in the marketing-
board reports were prepared and the ratios then applied to items of cost. The
transport figure thus obtained checks ve-nr closelv with the stated figure in
the Railway Corporation report for the studjr year, the correspondence is even
closer when the assumption is made that the crop from the Rivers area went out
by water. It was assumed that the buying allowance was made up of 30^ bags
cost and 10^ transport cost.
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There vere also Pome soecial fees associated with storage of the crop while
it was waiting to be evacuated. Most of the croo is bought in November to March;
it then has to ^^rait, sometiines up to a year, for space on the railway to take
it to the ocean. These extra charges fell into the categories of inspection
(service), taroaulins, and pest control. The tarpaulins can be considered as
coming from the miscellaneous manufacturing sector as there are firms in the
country making them, particularly in Kano where the groundnuts are stored. Of
the pest control costs, it was estimated that about ^Ofo was for imported in-
secticide.
It is also estimated that about 11^0,000 tons of groundnuts are retained
locallv for eating or replanting. It is knovm-'- that there are about 1,630,000
acres under cultivation and that each acre takes about 20 lbs. of seed. Thus
about l5,000 tons of nuts go to seed, the other 135jOOO go to consumption.
Valuing them at 6 35 per ton (the price of standard is 6 30, of premium S li5,
most of the crop is now premium, but -some of the unbought crop would probably
not get the 1 h^ price) gives the transfer to consumption.
In theory there ought to be an account for the decortication of groundnuts,
as all the nuts appear at the marketing board in unshelled form. A lot of the
shelling is done by hand and some is done with the aid of hand-powered machines.
HoTrTever, since none of it is done on a formal manufacturing basis, (as is the
case with palm products) we have no real data for the value-added by this
process and thus it has all been left in the agricultural sector.
Cocoa
Agriculture Exports 19,579.7
Exoort of Cocoa
Service Exports 1,729.1^
Service Imports (Bags) 183 «>0
Transport Exports 232.7
Here again we run into inventory problems. Far more was bought from the
farmerF than was actually exported by the marketing boards. This was caused
by the advent of a record crop at a time when the price on the world market
was rapidly falling (Nigeria produces about l/5 of the world's production and
thus can easily affect the market) causing the boards to hold onto an inventory.
Virtually all the crop comes from the Western Region with small amounts
being grown in the Southern Cameroons and in Kabba Province in the north.
Elsewhere the soil is too dry or too sandj^- to support cocoa. After being picked
in the pod from the tree, there is a considerable curing process that must take
place before the crop can be sold. As this is essentially a hand process, we
have considered it to be entirely within the agricultural sector, and thus it
does not appear in the sector accounts.
^FAO Study of the Northern Region, p. Itl.
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One indefinite part of this set of accounts is the large number of seedlings
that are "distributed" by the p-overnment to the farmers. We have assumed that
their value was equal to that of the produce tax.
The rest of the calculations were straightforward, and were derived from
marketing board reoortF usinp the ratio method. It was assumed that the inven-
tory was held entirely within the l^estern Region. As it was known that it takes
sixteen bags to cover a ton of cocoa, accurate bag costs as a part of the buy-
ing allowance could be calculated.
It is quite probable that most of the insecticide imported into Nigeria
went to the cocoa farmers, hovrever this item has been included elsewhere as a
general agricultural imoort. The entire crop is exported, there being no
local use of cocoa.
Palm Products
Output to Agricultural Manufacturing 10,72<.0
This is the most important crop of the Eastern Region, although a large
number of palm kernals com.e from the ^''estern Region. Wh'^'le the entire output
is included in the agricultural manufacturing sector, the account above rep-
resents only bunches of fruit prior to processing.
Cotton
Inputs
From Agricultural Processing
From Fervice
Value Added
9I1.9
137.1
g, 718.1
5,ii36.1
Outputs
To Agricultural Processing 3,658.1
To Domestic Cloth Manufacturing 2,060.0
5,718.1
This account covers only the cotton grown in Nigeria and is from the point
of growing to the point of sale to the ginneries or to local users. The amount
to domestic cloth making represents about l/3 of the cotton supply that never
reaches the marketing boards and thus is assumed to go into local clothes. The
transfer of 9h.9 represents the value of the seed which is given free to the
farmers b'/ the ginneries (actually the marketing boards, but physically from
the ginneries) . The service entry is from the gimiery accounts and is presumed
to be services other than ginning done bv the o-ins for the farmers, possibly
storage; however, this is oure conjecture. For more details on the sources of
data and the methods of estimation, see the ginning account (sector 3)
.
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Rubber QrOTJing
Input s Outputs
Electric 1.5 Agricultural Manufacturing 7>995.1j
Imports 288.2 361.3
Transport 36.8 Value Added 7,631.1
Service 37.8
This covers the grow.nc- and tapping of rubber. The figures for imports,
service, and transport are for the whole industry. The additional figures cover
the study year expenses for the Eastern Region plantation near Calabar. Other
plantation expenses have been included in other agricultural accounts, as most
plantations produce several products and there is no accurate way to allocate
costs. However, as all are in the same sector, the allocation does not matter.
Benniseed
Exports 829.1 Marketing of Benniseed
Service Exports 120,3
Transport Exports 156.6
Benniseed, othervjise known as sesame, is a traditional Tiv crop and a
minor export of Nigeria. It is grown in the southeastern part of the Northern
Region along the Benue valley, alco in Ogoja Province of the Eastern Region.
Total exports are usually about 20,000 tons a year and this figure is riring.
The average price paid to the farmer is about fe ItO per ton and the F.O.B.
price about B 60. Evacuation of the crop is either h^r rail to Port Harcourt
or by water to the Delta ports of Warri and Eurutu.
The above data is from marketing board reoorts; the only adjustments
necessar"' were to change the time period of the data.
Soya Beans
Exports 7b.
1
Marketing of Soya Beans
Service Exports 23.1
Transport Exports 19.8
This is another crop of the Tiv riverain area, but not as popular as Benni-
seed, exoorts being only 10,000 tons in a good year. In the period under re-
view soyas had one of the worst years on record, sales to the marketing boards
being only 3,600 tons. Recently the figure has been rising; some 13,000 tons
were exported in I96I. Average prices to the farmers have been fe 20 and F.O.B.
prices about fe 37. Calculations were made in the same manner as Benniseed
above.
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Shea Nuts
Exports 176.2 Marketing of Shea Nuts
Service Exports l6.ii
Transport Exports 35»8
This is a minor tree crop of the "middle belt" area of the Northern Region.
Palm Wine
Outpvt to Consumption 5>000.0
This figure comes directly from the EPU projections of Okigbo's data. The fer-
mented sap of the palm tree is a popular, inexpensive, and alcoholic drink.
Coffee , Copra , Ginger
Exports 1,097«6 Marketing Costs
Transport Exports lii2.it
Service Exports 167.3
SeTn.ce from Trade 8.2
Service from Imports 29.2
Service from Transport 7.0
These figures are for the exports of these crops only. Domestic usage has
been included with the miscellaneous section of indigenous agriculture. For
these items, standard breakdowns have been assumed, as ver]r little information,
other than export figures, was available. The figures for imports by service
and payments to th^ trade sector are a representation of the materials needed to
bag and pack the commodities prior to shipment.
Coffee is a crop that is now almost insignificant in Nigeria. In spite of
the fact that there is a certain amount of coffee growing in the southern re-
gions of Nigeria, most of the exports (14,000 tons/p.a.) came from the Southern
Cameroons and thus are no longer counted with Nigeria. The remaining coffee
now (1963) being exported from Nigeria comes from the plateau regions of the
North ?nd amounts to about 500 tons/p.a.
Ginger exports from Ni-^eria are about 1,100 tons/p.a. This figure seems
to be growing slowly. The crop is grown to the west of the Plateau in that part
of Zaria province lyinc- between Kaduna and Kafanchan.
Copra, a product of the coconut palms that lie near the ocean seems to have
declined sharply as an export since the record year of 19^9. At one time this
crop amounted to over 8,000 tons, but recently it has barely been 2,000. Of
this amount some 605? came from the East. The crop was, in fact, so encouraging
that in 19^9 the E.R.M.B. decided to initiate a marketing scheme for copra. In
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the first year they bought about i',500 tons, but subsequent years have yielded
only about 100 tons. There are several possible explanations for this sharp
decline, the raost plausible being- that the Marketing Board price was too low to
induce sales to the Foard, and since the Board monopoly prevented exports from
the region without its consent, other, higher paying, uses were found for the
coconuts. These uses would include the manuf actiire of coir and the shipping of
coconuts as food to the Northern Region. It is possible that the departure
of the Southern Cameroons brought about sorae of the decline, but this would
not account for all of it. It is also just feasible that the copra was smuggled
to Fernando Poo to fetch a higher price.
^
Won-edible Materials
To Mattress Making lli.3
To Tanning 13.3
323
Mattress stuffing and tanning materials are covered in this account.
Tobacco
Outputs
To Tobacco Manufacturing 282.6
To Consumption 7ij. lt
'WT-O
For an ejcplanation of these figures see the tobacco Manufacturing account
(sector 6) .
Kola N-gts
Outputs Ilarketing of Exports
To Consumption 5> 296.0 Transport Exports 1.0
Exports 12.3 Service Exoorts .5
In this case the procedure of Okigbo was more or less followed, using the
shipments of kolas to the Northern Region as an over-all indication of produc-
tion. In this manner the crop in 19$9/SO \saB estimated to be 93,100 tons, of
which 3iiO tons were exported. This represents a drop in the production of nuts
since 1957. However, the price seems to have risen substantially. Okigbo re-
cords no change in the producer price of B li6 a ton bet^^reen 19^0 and 19^7 and
this is reasonably well verified by the consumer price indices covering part of
this period. However, the consumer indices rise sharply after 19^7, in some
cases as much as B3/a. The average rise is about 2% ^ so the price of kolas in
Okigbo, op. cit., p. 67.
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1959/60 is assumed to be B 57, producing an output of h 5j310. The service and
transport amounts are estimates of their share of the export figure and have
been subtracted from the total export value.
Agriculture for Local Consumption
Root Crops
To Consumption 200,000
To Food 2,000
Beans
,
etc .
To Consumption 28,658.0
To Food lli2.0 .
Cereals
To Consumption 136,1^51.1
To Rice Milling and Corn Milling 3lil.3
To Vaccine Production 7.6
These estimates are derived from those of Okigbo,^ 19^0-1957» by a simple
linear extension through the minimums during the last ten-year period. Natur-
ally, the errors introduced are rather large, but so are those from any other
method of estimation. Roots for example could be as high as 2?3 million or as
low as 185 million when calculated on a standard deviation basis. Stolper,
in his estimates for the Development Plan, assumes a simple 10 million rise in
the over-all subsistence total after 1957 and then no change. The above esti-
mates produce a 13 million rise b-'- I960.
Bananas and Plantains
Outputs
Agriculture Exports
To Consuraption
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The figures were obtained from the export data. There is an export duty
which had to be subtracted and this is reckoned in "count bunches." Count
bunch data for the study year was not published, but it did exist for the years
195ii-58 along with corresponding tonnages. In this way an average count-
bunch/ton ratio was found (about 50)* and applied to the 1959/60 tonnages to
get the duty. Then it was assumed that the average transport charges amounted
to about 6 1 per ton (10 d per ton mile, about 25 miles average from Victoria,
the exporting port in Southern Cameroons) . The remainder thus became agri-
culture exports. Expenres are for the plantations only. It was assumed that
2'^fr of banana cost went to supolies. The local consumption figure was taken
directly from Okigbo.
Miscellaneous Vegetable Products
Agriculture Exports 576.3 Export Costs
Transport Exoorts I4.O.I
Trade Exports liO.l
Service Exoorts i^O.l
This account, a collection of agricultural exports ^ not elsewhere classi-
fied, was treated by assigning 70?^ agriculture and 10^ each transport, service
and trade.
Agriculture - General Inputs
Imports 389.0
Trade 55.5
Transport 55.5
Service 55.5
This account is for various small inputs to agriculture, mainly small
tools. We have assumed that l/2 the imports of machetes and l/2 the imports
of hand tools go into the agricultural sector after a mark-up of 105^ each to
trade, transport, and service.
Imports 936.3
Transport 133 «8
Trade 133.8
Fervice 133.8
Livestock 10.0
This account covers the import and usage of insecticides, fertilizers, and
seed by agriculture. The figures are from the import statistics; there is no
duty collected on the items. The usual trade, transport, and service percent-
ages have been added. The livestock figure is for local fertilizer from blood
and bones.
^'^ With the poorer quality Nigerian bananas being the only export, the count-
bunch/ton ratio is now up to 185.
M-.?
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Sector 2. Livestock , Fishing , Forestry
Cattle and Cattle Products
Inputs
Imports
Transport
Feed from Gnut Millers
Vaccine
Value Added
1,289.7 Exports 808.
9
'?06.h Consumption 13,680.6
UU7.O Food Processing 570.8
3$.
3
Tanning 90.3
5,278.ii Agriculture 10.0
15,235.8 Vaccine 7.6
9,957.ii Miscellaneous - Sector 19 67.6
15,235.8
For the cattle accounts we followed the Okigbo method to a certain extent,
adding some information from sources like the FAO report, etc. The starting
point was hides. Assuming that 5/6 of Nigerian production is exported and that
1/6 of exports are of French Territory origin and figuring the average hide to
weifh 13 lbs., we arrived at the figure for number of head slaughtered. Now,
70°^ of the slaughter is not done in official points and thus the hides are not
usually treated correctlv. Although all hides were valued at flaying at the
"green abatoir" price, onlv the officially slaughtered ones were valued at
"suspension dried prices" a^^ter treatment. The rest 0^ the hides were valued at
"ordinarv" prices including the I/6 of production that ^ent to the local tanners.
The import figure to hide preparation is an estimate of the cost of sodium ar-
senate used -for treatment. It will be seen that a rather large margin (if we
are to believe published buying prices) is placed on the export hides between
purchase by the trading companies and export.
After Okigbo, we assumed 21^0 lbs. of meat per carcass and a value of one
shilling per pound. The siall amount of blood and bones turned into fertilizer
is the explanation for the output to agriculture.
Throughout the cattle area the custom exists of the farmer paying the
herdsman to keep his cattle on the plot overnight, thus manuring it. In effect
the farmer is also paying the amount of grass and fodder the cattle consume
while there. As there is no real way of valuing this transaction, it has been
left out.
Okigbo, p. 72.
"Report on the Agricultural Survey of Northern Region of Nigeria" by the
FAO/ICA, KadurK, Nigeria, December, I960.
3 Okigbo, op. cit. p. 71.
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Marketing For Export
Transport Exoorts 111.2
Service Ex'-^orts 20,8
Trade T^lxports 7^6.6
Transport on the hides was valued from the railway tariff rather than from
the annual report of the railway, because the latter lumps cow hides with sheep
and goat skins. The same apolies to transport of cows south for slaughter and
for export.
Hides in Transit from French Territory
Trade Exports 77.7
Servi.ce Exports Ii.2
Transport Exports 13.2
As was explained in Chapter V, French Territory imports have been netted
out from the export figures.
Sheep and Goats
Outputs Marketing fcr Export
To Consumption 7>320.0 Service Export 161.1;
To Tanning 2ii2.1 Transport Exnort 38.8
To Export 1,821.^ Trade Export 95-5
9,383.6
Our base figiare here was the export of sheep and goat hides. Using the for-
mula in Okigbo,! we came up with an estimate of imports of skins from French Ter-
ritory, and the amount of skins sold to local tanners. The railway tariff gives
the cost of getting the skins from (we assume one point) Kano to the seaports.
The difference between the export less duty less transport, and the buying price
for export skins in Kano is considered as the service industry export. The trade
figure comes from the difference between the assumed entry price of French skins
and the Kano buying price. As the hides from the French Territory are actually
in transit even though they enter the Nigerian markets and export system, th^
have been subtracted from the export figure. As the export figures are in cwt,
we had to refer again to Okigbo.o^ obtaining a weight per skin of 2 lbs. for
the sheep and 1 lA for the goats. The total production of skins in Nigeria
obtained this way is in extremely close agreement with figures from other sources
'- Okigbo, op. cit. p. 72.
Ibid, p. 7k, derived from figures in Table VI - 26,
-s' - T^ ,,, T >
that claim a slaughter of ^ million goats, and 700 thousand sheep. ^s in
Okif^bo, we assumed 2'^ lbs. per carcase to get a meat figure, but raised the
price by referring to the percentage rise in consumer meat prices as revealed
in the urban consumer studies.'^
Goat Milk
To Consumption 6,600,0
This figure is directlj'- from Okigbo x^rith no change assumed.
Cow's Hilk
To Consumption 6,78U.5
To Butter 5,238.1i
To Dried T^ilk .2
12,023.1
Here we followed the Oki(?:bo method and, as he did, added a constant
number of co^^^s to the herd each year and assumed that 30^ of them are milkers
each piving ^0 gallons a year. We also assumed a orice rise for milk follow-
ing the trend set between 19*^0 and 19^7 in a linear manner.
Poultry and Eggs
To Consumption 10,180.0
Here again, the figures are based on Okigbo,^ one difference being an as-
sumed '^fo rise in prices. This is an industr^'-, hovrever, that will change in
structure in the near future. Since I960 a number of comnercial farms have
sprung up, attracted by the huge potential profits, the examples set by agri-
cultural demonstrations, and the success of poultry on a commercial basis in
Ghana. We have thus assumed a 105^ rise in production arising from the commer-
cial farms. This industry is quite common in the Western Region near Lagos.
1 Many sources, especially "Handbook of Commercial Industry," Fourth Edi-
tion, p. 130.
^
"Annual Abstract of Ftatistics Federation of Nigeria," 1961, pp. it7-ii8.
•^ Okigbo, op. cit ., p. 72.
Okifbo, op. cit., pp. 73-8lj:.
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Pigs
Inputs
From Groundnut Millers
Electricity
Imports
Service
Transport
Construction (repair)
136.6
.2
.9
.6
.1
.ii
Transport Equipment (vehicle renair) .5
139.3
Outputs
To Organized Heat Manufacturers
(in Lagos)
To Consumption
Value Added
259.5
221.2
139.3
3lani
The detailed account? are for the two known organized piggeries in the
Nort'iern Region. Total output is derived from Okigbo^ and was assumed to be
ii5,000 pigs per year, of vjhich 25,000 are shipped to the organized meat manu-
facturers in Lagos, the remainder, which we assumed to be valued at fe 10 per
aniial, are slaughtered in the normal way in the South. The input from the
groundnut millers is for groundnut cake feed for the organized farms.
The meat to consumption fifrure was derived from Okigbo,'
assumption of ll|0 lbs. of meat --^er oig.
usinsr also his
Miscellaneous Animal Products
Livestock
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etyall amount of additional data from one of the five or po commercial fishing
comoEnies in the countr<r. The outnut fieure is a linear extension of the
Okiebo figure, the inputs are a five times ratio on the costs of the commer-
cial company, plus a figure for fishing net? from the import lists. The total
is assumed to have a ICP^ service charge.
Forestry
Inputs
Imports
Trade
Transport
Service
Value Added
212.9
30. ii
30.it
30. Ij
30O
30,567.9
30,263.'fl
(Royaltiep Paid to Government ii77.8)
Outputs
To Mining (Pit props) 8.7
To Coal (Pit props) 3.0
To Export 3,313.5
To Sawfiills 1,310.6
Hand Sawyers 3,986.1i
Construction 1,700.8
To Consumption (Firewood) 19,079.9
Intermediate uses of Firewood 91U.7
Intermediate uses of Wood 2^0.3
10,?67.9
These figures were derived from the physical flows involved. The wood was
valued at B .0875 (l/9) per cubic foot. The exce'ition was the export figure
whose value is fe .15^15 per cubic foot.
The inputs are for the various small tool inputs to forestry. Ke assumed
that 90^ of the axes and hatchets, 50;^ of the machetes, and 1% of the hand tools
imported into Nigeria go into this sector. There are of course the usual mark-
ups on these goods between the importer and the consumer.
Associated with these accounts ai-e payments to the transport industry. It
was estimated that every piece of wood used in the country, except firewood, has
to pay trsnsport of 1/9 per cubic foot.
Transport to Export
Transport to Mining
To Coal
To Construction
To Sawmills
To Hand Sawyers
To Other Intermediate Uses of Wood
1,881.3
3.5
3oO
1,700.8
1,310.6
3,986.1i
250.2
Sector 3. Agricultural Processing
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Inputs
Imports
Service
Transport
Utilities
Transport Equipment (Repair)
Construct5.on (Repair)
Metallic Manufacturing (Repair)
Trade
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
From Forestry and Transoort
Saiirmills
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Then there were a large number of firms, both recorded, and unrecorded. Things
viould have been simple if, as in the case of rubber, all of the output was ex-
ported, or in the case of cement, all the producers were accurately known.
However, with forestry and sawmilling all the constraints that can be missing
are, and we were forced to rely on conjecture. Our accounts are based on
several foundation stones. First, there are the department of forestry reports,
then there are the exnort figures^ next we have the accurate and complete ac-
counts for several of the larger millers and log exporters, and a number of
less accurate accounts from other millers. Also there are the Okigbo esti-
mates of the order of magnitude, and his very helpful estimates as to firewood
usage and also his estimate that the sawn and round wood output was divided
rouphlv 2/3 to construction and l/3 to furniture and carpentry.
The first step was to calculate an of^^icial recorded output of timber and
products, and from this to calculate the physical flows of product. It was as-
sumed that all the recorded output (except for accounts of firewood, hewn and
split wood, and pit props) went to export or sawmills and known (i.e. Lagos)
sawyers. Takin? into account the transport charges, it was then determined
that the average export lumber price is€i .$23, local lumber price is Bf .383,
hand sawn price t «275j and the at-stump price (except export which is higher)
is fe .0875 (all values per cubic foot) . Then the inputs to sawing were calcu-
lated as outlined above and in addition, information was used from "Trade
Journal" articles on the industry and from actual observation by the author.
This then left the vast area that vjas unrecorded. From one of the forestry
reports it was noted that an enterprising forestry officer had made an esti-
mate 0:^" the actual saxm timber output in his region. This was then applied
to the recorded output of that region to get a ratio which was then applied
to the recorded outputs of the other regionr. All of this additional product
vjent to form the hand sawing account above. Finally, it was estimated that
the value of round wood used was equal to the value of the unreco-'-ded sawn
wood (with a transport adjustment) . As for the allocation of output inside
the countrv, the 2/3, l/3 assumption was followed, assuming as well that all
the hewn and split output and all the round output went to the construction
industry.
The sawn timber usa^e estimated here is about 39 million cubic feet, and
coincides well with a forestry estimate of "a plank oer person per year."
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rlce mills was available and accounts for about half of them (admittedly rough)
were available. In reality this industry is a service, since the product never
enters possession of the millers, milling being done on contract. Fhat we did
here was to assume an input price of 8 d per pound. An interesting fact brought
to light by these accounts is that they indicate a yearly production of about
7 lA million pounds of rice which is somevihat higher than an official esti-
mate of 3 million.
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a figure for the small tanners; the only input to thie was assumed to be various
compounds fron Agriculture, and was valued at the same portion of cost as the
lar?;e tanneries. Local leather was valued at output at the same price as that
of the large tanneries. Finally, we took the ratio of the tannery output on
the one account available to the total export amount and applied this ratio to
all costs on the account to obtain a large tannery input account. Import,
local suoolv, and repair accounts were treated in the standard manner.
Groundnut and Other Oilseed Processing
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general items the standard breakdowns have been applied,
culture is for cattle cake made from shea nuts.
An output to Agri-
Cotton Ginning
Inputs
Imports - Cotton from French
Territory
Agriculture - Nigerian Cotton
Trade*
Transoort*
Service-"-
Imports^M!-
Transport-'^!^-
Service-!Hi-
Trade-"-"-
Utilities-^:-
» Distribution markup on cotton
between farmers and gins.
-"-»• Ginnery operating costs.
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It will be noticed that although the ginneries are actually just a service
organization under contract to the Marketing Board, in this study they have
been treated as actually buying and selling. However, the cost added by the
gins is simply their recorded fee, thus it is the I'arket?-ng Board that absorbs
profits and losses of the operation.
Rubber Processing
Inputs
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exports. This was done without adjustment of dates as it was felt that the in-
dustry is relatively stable. There is probably a certain measure of error intro-
duced by the fact that the larger firms would naturally be the ones to make
reoorts so that the multiplying by ratios WDuld tend to give the smaller firms
the same cost ratios as the larger ones.
The entries for Transport Equipment, Metal Manufacturing, and Construction
are repair costs. Administration was broken up in the usual manner, as was im-
ported supplies.
Finally, all the rubber is exported except for a small amount going to
foam-rubber making and to shoes.
Palm Fruit, Kernels and Oil
Inputs

sm
The unofficial export figure represents an estimated amount of kernels
_.juggled into Dahomey from the Western Region to take advantage of higher prices.
The total kernel crop is estimated at li^OjOOO tons, so that taking away the
sales to the soap companies and exports left an approximate smuggled figure.
This was valued at B 30 per ton, the Marketing Board price in the Western Re-
gion.
The imports to service represent the bags in which the kernels were shipped.
Tlie landed average price of bags is about 1.75 shillings each and it was esti-
mated that they would be priced at 2/- each as they were used, the differential
going to trade and transport. Fince kernels are all packed with l82 l/2 pounds
to the bag, it was a straightforward calculation to arrive at the bag usage and
thus the portion of the buying allowance that went towards bags.
The export oil figures were reasonably difficult to come by. The Marketing
Board data was not coincident to the time period of the study and thus certain
adjustments had to be made. This was made doubly difficult by the fact that
there are about five different types of palm oil bought^ and the buying allowances,
depending on the means of delivery, are about tvrice that number. The first
step was to calculate the actual tonnages bought during the period. This should
have been fairly straightforward as the Marketing Boards publish quarterly fig-
ures. However, the data for the first and second quarters of I960 was completely
in em^r and there was thus no direct method of getting Januarv-March, I960,
tonnages. This situation held for all four Boards and though eventually an
over-all first quarter total was found, it was necessary to break it up by
regions because of the differing price and allowance structures. This was done
by living each region its historical average per ton applied to the quarter in
question.
Having the tonnages, the ratio of tonnage in the study year to tonnage in
the report year was computed for each Board and this ratio was applied to each
item of income or expense. In the case of the oil bulking plants the actual
data for the study year was available so that no difficulties were encountered
in computing inputs or outputs. Coal inputs were listed in tonnages as well
as value, so that an exact transport differential could be computed. Admini-
stration of the oil bulkers was broken up accordini? to the standard method;
buying allowances were handled in the same manner.
The local oil figures were arrived at on a tonnage basis by working back-
ward from known outputs. It was known that the nut crop was about It50,000 tons,
and according to Okigbo the national ratio of nuts to oil is 6: 5, thus the
total oil production was about 375j000 tons, vzhich meant that the local oil
consumption was about 180,000 tons. This was valued at B IiO per ton which is
the average Marketing Board offering price.
'''rom plantation accounts it was estimated that the fruit necessary to pro-
duce one ton of oil costs B 28.6 and thus for a ton of product (oil and kernels)
the cost is about B 13; this ?ave us a figure for inouts to the industry from
Agriculture.
An apparent crop value ofi 28 million may seem a bit high, but it should be
remembered that most of this is labor, 80^ of it hand or semi-hand production.

Sector it. Textiles - Basic
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Lar^e Textiles
Inputs
Agricultural Processing
Transport
Service
Coal
Utilities
Construction
Metallic Manufacturing
Transport Equipment
Trade
Imports
Tliscellaneous
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A rather weak calculation. Extension from the Eastern Repion data did not
give a decent figure. Thie wa? becaupe the Northern Region, in particular, in-
dulges in vjeavi.ng and dyeing in a manner vastly out of proportion with the rest
of the Federation. Here we could fall back on the Okigbo data,-'- but he includes
figures using both the imported and the local yarn, whereas our local yarn fig-
ure is listed below in a separate account and is considerably larger than the
Okigbo figure. Thus xife took the approach of working with the inputs, in this
case imported yarn, and imported dyes. Ve thus covered all the weaving except
that below, ?nd all of the dyeine. Once having determined the inputs, we then
imputed the outputs using the ratios from the fei%' accounts we had from Lagos
and the Eastern Region.
Domestic Weaving
From Agriculture
To Tailoring - Domestic
Value Added
2,060.0
3,988.6
1,92«.6
This account was imnuted from the cotton that never reaches the Boards.
The cost ratios are from the small weaving account.
Sector 5' Apparel
Domestic Tailoring
From Vreaving - Domestic
To Consumption
Value Added
3,988o6
10,82^,1
6,836.5
This account is for the cloth produced locally from cotton that does not go
to the ^farketing Boards. The ratios are :from the small tailors and seamstress
account.
Tailors and Seamstresses
1 Okigbo, Op. Git., p. 91,
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Using the projections* from the eastern region counts we obtained an
"equivalent" Federation count of some ^7,000 establishments, of which about l/2
are one-man establishments. The sum total of inouts and outputs, being based
on actual accoujits of tailors and seamstresses was thus as accurate as the nu-
merical establishment oroiections. From this point we assumed that, of the
larger firms (more than five employees) , the amount of l"? is spent for elec-
tricity and % for reoairs and i-.dth the small finas there is 1^^ spent for re-
pair. Next iTe put down the inputs from weaving and dyeing. All the rest of
the input was assumed to be imoorted material, broken down as follows: 605?
iranort, 20^ trade, 10^ service, Bnd 10^ transport.
There are indications that the input and outnut figures ought to be sub-
stantially larger, in spite of the fact that the value added in the above data
is already far in excess of that shown in the Okigbo^ data. Nigeria's imports
of cloth are worth about B 25 million, before duty, and so even if we place a
simple value-added proportion on this x\rithout taking cuts for duty, transport,
trade, etc., we come out with an output to consumption of some B ^0 million.
This is in the same range as the national estimate for clothing of E 77
million. The difference arises because a large part of the cloth imported
goes directly to private hands and is manufactured into clothes in private
homes. Theoretically this should be included in the calculations, but in this
account we were concerned only with the tailors that work on clothing for other
people.
Inputs
Electricity
Transport
Trade
Service
Imports
Miscellaneous
Singlets
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and cost of input, still others listed only number of employees. Breaking the
accounts down into the four small industry sizes, average costs for each size
were obtained and these projected to the whole industry. The sum totals ap-
peared primarily as imports, local goods, and administration, and from this
vantage point the standard breakdowns were applied. This calculation routine
points out the great difficulty of getting information about the smaller indus-
tries and assembling accurate accounts. In this case, however, the order of
magnitude is accurate, and the size of the industry.*- in relation to the whole
economy means that the final errors are relatively small.
Footwear
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metallic (leather, rubber, paper, etc.) manufacturing. However, the tyres are
different than thofe produced by the retreaders, and as they are actually the
same article that appears as an input to retreading, we shall assign them to
transport as we have with the retread indurtrv. Trade, service, etc., inputs
are calculated in the standard manner.
Shoes and Shoe Renair - Leather - Small
.:",(
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the case of beer we have exact firures (except for the native brew) as this is
subject to excise, and at the tine of the study was only brewed in two loca-
tions. Soft drinks presented a difficult case in our study period as this was
a time of transition, a time when the industry was going from a large number of
small firms to a small number of large ones. From 19^9 to I96I the failure rate
in small soft drink establishments was quite hirh and thus, lacking complete
records of the industr:"', we were faced, even at the start with a question of
exactly hoTj many firms were in existence durine 19'^9/60. Our approach on this
was to consult the various records and listings of industrial establishments,
and at the same time refer to the industrial enumerations done by the Depart-
ment of "Statistics and hv AID (in the "Eastern ^ecion) . Our final guess as to
firm population was about y^ small companies, 3 Nieerian Breweries, and ii other
large firms.
Complete records for the Nigerian Breweries were at hand, and although the
time period involved was three months earlier than the study year, the assump-
tion of reasonably steady production was made.
The four other large firms were more of a problem. Onl]'' for three of them
was data other than production available, but since total production was at
hand, the ratio of total production to three-company-production was applied to
all items of cost to get a four company total. Of the three firms, with data
in full, the time period was somewhat earlier than the study year. For ti-ro
of then production figures for I96I were available and from these it was de-
duced that there was a rise of about 12^ between the data and the study year.
Consequently all figures were adjusted upward. For the third, it was noted that
one of their mort popular drinks had been introduced durinq the data period,
but was in full production throughout the studv year. Thus the data was adjusted
to indicate a full year's production of this drink, resulting in about ^0^ addi-
tion on all figures
.
For the 3?-odd small firms it was found thrt records existed for eight,
scattered over many varied time periods. Here it was assumed that these were
typical of any time period, including the studv year. The totals for the eight
were divided to obtain a per firm cost, and these costs were multiplied by 35
to get a small industry total. The total error inherent in these figures may
be sizeable, but it should be noted that their effect on the industry.' is small,
as the total small firm output is barely 2% of the total output.
The standard categories such as administration were broken down according
to the normal pattern, imports for the big firms and imports for the small firms
were divided according to their individual breakdowns.
Finally, it should be noted that industry production figures are lower
than the total amount actually recorded as sales. The difference is in (S 770.0)
worth of excise tax paid by the beer companies, in effect value added between
the producer and the consumer' by the government.
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Tobacco Manufacturing
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Butter
Inputs
From Milk
From Pervice
Imports
Transoort
Trade
Wood
Coal
5,238.a

Dried milk is the UWICEF pro.iect at Vom. Figures were taken from actual
data, the onlj'' adjustments being the usual allocations of transoort, etc.
Miscellaneous Foods
Tranrport
Trade
Service
Imioorts
Wood
Agriculture
Electricity
Inputs
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Preparing the return presented a oroblem as, although returns were available,
the f-.rm is a subsidiary of another local company. Up until about I960 it was a
sister firm of one oC the local soap makers, but after that, at least for ac-
counting purposes, the two were consolidated; and even before this date there
was some partial consolidation, so that although we had a return for the study-
year, it xjas valid only for production, as costs were merely listed as "con-
tracts" and lumped all together as one item. Thus we had to take the 19^8 re-
turn, and armed with production figures for 1959 and 1961, calculate the pro-
duction, assuming a linear groirth, for the study year 1959/60. Vaen applying
the ratio of this figure to the 19?8 figure, we came up with a ratio, which was
then aoplied to the cost data for 1958. Thus the figures above 5 here admini-
stration wa<= given the st?ndard breakdown and imnorts had a 10^ service charge
deducted from them. The transport comoonent of imports was not deducted in
this case as the plant is located right on the water's edge in the Lagos harbor.
The nroblems of this account would have been far simpler if we could have
said that margerine and soao were in the same industry, then the consolidation
I would have taken care of cost distributions. Unfortunately, since one product
; is edible and the ot'ier is not, this could not be done.
Finallv, we included an export figure in the outputs. %As is to balance
a figure on the Nip-erian export lists that is labelled "orocessed oils and
fats," and it seemed likely that margerine would fit into this category;
however, we had no definite information as to the exact nature of this export.
Tea Blending: Here we were faced by an apparent naradox; the company's
stated outDut is only a little more than l/2 of the material inout; at the
same time inventories dropoed. In addition, we had a statement that the com-
pany only started production halfway through the study year, yet there is a
large investment apparently carried over from a previous year as well as a sub-
stantial inventory.
The factory imports bulk tea of several grades and blends and packages it
locally. The ooeration enjoys a pioneer status and this may account for the
apparent loss on the accounts.
It is rather hard to incorporate such an operation into an inout-output
analysis in that it represents a transition state and the account is not even for
a full year. To have real meaning in the table we had adjusted the input fig-
ures, we made an approximation by doubling the amount of sales and leaving the
costs the same.
Canned Fruit: This account is for the cannery at Ibadan, and is the only
such enterprise in the country. Using local fruit, of which only the grapefruit
is Durchased from the Marketing Board, it has been, since its beginning, a mar-
ginal operation. Started bv the Government, it is now ovmed by the Development
Corooration of the T'estern Reeion. Available information on this operation con-
sisted of a full report from the year previous to the study period, and a pro-
duction reccd for 1961; using these two, an estimate of the study year produc-
tion was obtained and the ratio of this to the recorded year production was ap-
plied to all items of cost and output.
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Pork and Pork Products
Inputs
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spite of the fact that there are a large number of s^all firms in the industry.
We were verv fortunate to have a detailed cost structure of the Nigerian bakery
industry available for use in this analysis; this was the result of an inten-
sive study undertaken by a private researcher during 196l. If we had simply
projected a number of firms from the Eastern Region small industry survey, we
would have come up with a rather large number of establishments. Happily, we
knew the minimum and average output of bread per man, and even if we had as-
sumed each establishment to have onlv one man (most actually have two) , the
amount of bread produced would far exceed the amount that could be made from
the recorded imports of flour, Nigerian bread being made entirely (at the
ti^e of the study) from imported flour. Thus we started with the import figure,
and making the one assumption that 9'^% of the imports went into the bakeries,
we coald then project the whole cost structure of the industrv.
Inputs
Firewood
Agriculture
Livestock (Meat)
Trade
Transport
Service
-Food - fmall
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Sector 8. Metallic Mining
Mining
,
Lead , Zinc , Tin, and Gold
Inputs
Imports
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Lead / Zinct ThiF came from actual accounts of the only producer in Nigeria.
The fin is no longer producing as revenues per ton are belovj cost per ton and
the seam is not particularly extensive. Nigeria uses very little lead itself
(one estimate described this use as equivalent to a cube of lead eleven feet on
each side per year)-'- and the world market is not particularly bright. The sales
of the mine durin? the study year represent a small sale from an accumulated
inventory. ?inc production was nil durin? the study year.
Sector 9. Other T'^ining
Oil
Inputs
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Sand, f tone, and Gravel
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Drice per ton, and adding a 6 shilling margin for the direct sales from the mine.
!"'opt of the production of the Coal Corooration if taken by the railways and
sold b}r the latter organisation. Although the 50 shilling t)rice matches very
closely the average price of previous year?, there is some difficulty in making
the accounts balance beyond that point. The exoort value is far in excess of
the pithead price plu? the stated revenue of the railway corporation in hauling
the coal to Port Harcourt for exDort. Similarly, the imputed transport costs
(using the railway tariff) for the coal sold to the Electricity Corporation
(it is assumed that Enugu and Oji River are direct sales) - Laoios, Ibadan, Port
Harcourt, and Kano - are about ^Qff-, higher than the total revenue declared by
the NRC for a 11 internal hauling of coal and yet the EON usage is only about
6^fr of the Coal Corporation's output.
-;;- «
-K- -»• * ^
Tlining - General Note: Oki?bo has a value-added of 9.h million in 19^7
for the industry.'-. Our study indicates value-added as follovjs:
Tin, etc. 5,Oli6.5
Coal 1,310.3
Oil - 93.9
6,29'5.9
The difference can be accounted for as follows:
1. Production fi(7u^es for tne indurtry are down from 19^7; that is as
far as total value produced is concerned.
1957 1959/1960
Tin
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Carbon Dioxide and Dry Ice
Inputs
Fro-n Coal
Tran.=T)ort Equipment
Electricity
Imports
Service
Transnort
Outputs
.6 To Foft Drinks
1.6 To Tranrnort
2.ii
3.I4
1.1 Value Added
1.1
1ST?
29.1
h.3
10.2
23.2
This account cones from actual reoorts of the two companies involved.
The time oeriod was somewhat earlier than the study year; hovever, production
fig!ures were available for the year I96I. Assunincr a linear growth, a pro-
duction for the study year was estimated and the increased percentage was ap-
plied to all elements of cost.
It is assumed that the entire output of COp went to the soft drink indus-
try, and that the dry ice production went to transport for use in the refri-
gerated transport of food.
Industrial Gases
Production of oxygen and acetylene.
Inouts Outnuts
Service l,k To TTetallic Manufacturing
Imports 10.0
Metallic Manufacturing (Repair) .8 Value Added
17.7
12.2
This is an account for the production of oxygen and acetylene used in
metal uorkine for welding. The accounts are based on the Vcnown data of output
of the industry, plus a certain amount of informed guesswork. It was assumed
that oxygen is obtained by fractional distillation of air and that acetj'^lene
is obtained from carbide. The pases are apparently made bj'' a company also en-
ga<?ed in making steel containers and, as the a ccounts are not specific, it is
a bit hard to separate the industries, particularly when it can be assumed that
some of the gas output is used internally by the company.
Bitumen
Inputs
Imports
Metallic Manufacturing
Outputs
To Construction
This
501.2
655.5 Value Added
is the account of a firm bulking bitumen and pitch.
7ii0.1
"8113
As actual accounts
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were not available, the calculations were made from known import? of bitumen,
sales of metal drums to the industrv, and an approximation of the bitumen in-
puts to road construction. In addition a certain amount of this bitumen is
taken directly to construction sites in road tankers; this activity was con-
sidered to be in the service sector. The essence of the bulking industry is
that of taking imported pitches, etc., and blendinc them into grades usable
for makinp roads. The savinci's are introduced by not having to transport the
material in individual dmms on shins; rather it is imported molten on tankers.
TnuF the output fipu^-e is the Fame as that w'^nich would have been paid by con-
struction had the bitumen been imnorted in drums. Included in the import
fi"-ure is an amount for the fuel which is estimated to have been consumed in
heatinp- the bitumen and pumpin? it.
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Because of the sloppy accounts there were many problems to be dealt with
in preoaring them for the analysis. In the first place, it proved to be im-
possible to follow the phj'-pical units involved, a practice normally followed
for other industries. Thus, reliance was placed on money values, and only
where the physical units imputed seriously differed wi^.h external information
was a chanp-e made. This was the case with the figures for glycerine. Ihe in-
dustry recorded a higher outnut and value than the export figures for the same
time period. This rairht indicate a local consumption of about 20? with a
price about 2% higher than ex^^ort. Since both of these are rather improbable,
it was assumed that the industry export figure was identical to the export
figure less a 10^ charge to the service sector ^or clearing, etc. Another
dif '^'iculty was that the time periods of the reoorts did not coincide vith each
other and there vjere so few multiple reports so that a standard time period
was not constructible. Thus the reports were taken with their own time periods
and the assumption, of little or no change because of industry maturity, was
made. In addition items recorded for different comoanies >ere not the same
even under the same categories. Thus a bit of intej-oretation had to be done to
get some kind of a unified account.
Another incomprehensible item was the use of caustic soda. The average
price to the soap companies appeared to be about 'J^ above the imnort plus
duty price, and since the quantity used was rather large it did not appear that
the difference could be accounted for by service and transport charges. In this
case the money value of the caustic was used and the conflict with physical
units disregarded. The reason for this is that is seemed likely that the com-
panies were understating their usage of caustic as "flnis is a direct indication
of production and thus of excise due the rovernment. Thus an estimate of produc-
tion from the stated usar-e of caustic would be about 17.^ thousand tons, and
the actual tonnage produced is probabl3'- about 1^0,000 tons. Estimates using
the value of the caustic rather than the quantity indicated production near
the actual tonnage.
Finally, difficulty was encountered with the palm kernel inputs. The
oil of these kernels is used in making certain kinds of higher grade soaps.
The stated price in the accounts was twice the sale price of the Marketing
Board, and so it was assumed that the entry "palm kernels" meant the oil
rather than the nut and that the quantity was of the oil. Calculations in-
dicated, however, that the value placed on it was that of the original nuts,
and so this figure was used.
(* cont. from page 93) but the smaller firms got around this because of the
difficulty of policing scattered small production units. The systen presently
in use is a heavy - about S'jf - tax on caustic soda which is an essential com-
ponent of soap making. The larger firms claim even this does not work because
the smaller manufacturers can also use locally manufactured potash - although
the soap in this case is of a rather poor quality.
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Imports
Trade
Transport
Service
Palm Oil
Inputs
Soap -
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as part of a research unit, therefore it would not be expected to show profits.
Theoretically it would be oospible to separate the vaccine oroduction costs
from the research costs, but in viei-T of the nature of the information - which
comes directly from Federal Government expense statements, the separation would
take far more calculation than the size of the results would justify in this
stud^'-. Thus vie included the vrhole research station account.
Sector 11. Transport
Transport
Inputs
Intermediate Inputs
Imports
Repairs
Miscellaneous
Trade
Service
Vplue Added
Outputs
1,318.7 Personal Consumotion 20,100.0
11,867.8 Government Consumption 6,U29.6
6,1^8.8 Intermediate uses (Except
ij36.6 .'='ervice and Trade) 18,80U.9
l,6ij7.2 Contribation to Exports 11,211.3
2,9'?8.7 Portion of Markup on Fubsis-
2U,U17.8 tence Food 30,000.0
10l4,919.U Markup on Imports for Personal
80,501.6 Consumption 15,332.5
To Trade 1,699.7
To Service l,3ltl.It
lOU, 919.il
This account was a rather difficult one to calculate, particularly when
its Dortion of the G.N.P. is taken into account. It was based on various scat-
tered estimates, none of which was particularly certain. Although a lot of
work has been done on this sub.iect, particularly in relation to the road trans-
port situation, no one has really come up with a definitive picture. Not only
are the incuts diffuse, oarticularly when the constant lack of maintenance is
consir'ered, but the outputs are generally involved with distribution and trade,
which are even more uncertain as far as good data is concerned.
Our starting point was the data in Okigbo and the E.P.U. projections upon
it. These projections state ^.hat the value-added in our studv year was some
90,1 million pounds. From that point we took the equations in Okigbo,-'- and
using the lorry registration figure for 1 January 1960,^ we came out, after
projecting the lorry figure to include all transport, wi^ h some ;^ I38 million sales
for the industn/. Ihis, hw-rever, left us with t US million of inputs to -account
for. ^''e considered then all the imported inputsvith their duties and markups
and all the identifiable local inputs - including' repair, and we came up with
an input gap of B 22 million; clearly, somethinp' was amiss with this method.
-' Okigbo, Op. Cit., pp. 88-89.
^ Quarterly Digest of 'Statistics, Vol. 10, no. k>, p. 65.
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Our next approach was the ."Stanford Report on Transport. Thi? report, al-
though excellent did not present quite what we needed. Its purpose is to show
that road transport i? not paying its fair share of costs, and it does this by
first comparing the duties and tolls paid with the costs of maintaining the
ripht of way. Nevertheless, it contains some ven'' useful figures, particularly
the estimate of 67O million vehicle miles travelled during our study year, and
also the figure of 8'7.8 million pounds of revenue from road transport. To
this revenue fipu>"e we added the commercial river revenue, the airways revenue,
and the railway revenue, all contained in the Report. Finally, we calculated
the revenue from the inland waterwavs from the Federal budget record of actual
receipts. This gave a total of 103 million pounds of revenue, but it lacked one
form of transport, that conducted on the water in small canoes. This, all
authors agree, is a significant business, but no one has ever published any
figures concerning it. As it is of reasonable size, especially in the Delta
area, we could not neglect it. Thus we were forced back to pure guesswork and
thus we have included the amount of fel,000.0 to cover the receipts of this form
of transport.
Havin? decided on the total transport product, we then had to decide where
it was going to. Personal consumption t as calculated from the E.P.U. extension
of Okigbo, first deducting the expenditure of consumers on private transport,
i.e. personal autos. Government expenditure was calculated by adding up all the
items of transport and travelling in the budget returns of the four governments.
This figure was then doubled to include transport expenditure on auto allowances,
by local governments, and by the Marketing Boards (which we have included in
the government sector) . Exports and intermediate sector use of transport was
obtained bj summing our tables already prepared. We then took a lij^ markup on
consumer and government imports (this is the same ae 10^ on the retail price)
plus duty, and also took l/3 of the Okipbo estimate of markup on domestic food
consumption. The final residue was arbitrarily divided between trade and service
somewhat on the basis of the total business done by each of these sectors.
Expenses were calculated as follows. First, the already identified inter-
mediate inputs, such as coal and tjrres, were listed. The next step was to take
the Okiebo formula for the commercial use of spares import s2 and onto these
imports place a 12 l/2^ margin (after duty) for service and for trade. For
petrol usage we had to go to a document that was used bv the "Stanford Report-'
which gave the estimated population of each type of vehicle at our studv date,
the mileage travelled, and the average m.p.g. Onto this petrol import we placed
the same 12 l/2% markup. Finally, the Report f?ave us some indication of the
costs of the Railwav Corporation road operation and from this we were able to
obtain estimates of industry wide administrative costs and general supply costs .
-'- There have actually been, as far as we can tell two estimates made in
scattered areas. The first xiras made several decades ago and enumerated the
canoe traffic past Yelwa on the Niger, the second was made by the E.P.U. from
data supplied by counts of canoes by a commercial river transporter. Neither
report vjas available fcr this study.
2 Okigbo, Op. Cit., p. 86.
3 Hogg, ''. If', and Roelandts, C. M. - Nigerian Motor Vehicle Traffic , An
Economic Forecast. N.I.S.E.R., Oxford, 19^27 Entire book.
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The projection of repair exoenses from these fipures gave a rather hiph estimate-
2lj million pounds worth. Fince our calculations from the reoair induptrj'" point
of view indicated only about B i'.5 million and Fince the lack of maintenance on
the part of the road transporters i? well known, we made the arbitrary assump-
tion that reoairs were only 2'5? of what they should have been, thus a figure of
B 6. million, projected to the VThole transport industry, <?iving a total of B 7
million.
Sector 12. Utilities
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Oki^bo esti-nate of value-added in water supplying. This only includes municipal
water supolies, and the imports shown are for the estimated amount of chlorine
needed to purifj' the water. This account should also include a certain amount
for the energy used to Dump the x^ater. However, we assumed that it came from
the electrical industry and thus t-'ss a transfer within the sector.
Sector 13. Trade
Detailed flow accounts were not preoared for this sector. Total figures
aooear in Table TI, Chaoter IX. See also the discussion under "Residual Ac-
counts" at the end of Chanter VII.
Sector liio Construction
Construction
Inputs
Imports
Electricity
Transport Equinment
Metallic Manufacturing
Trade
Service
Transport
Bitumen
Plastics
Metallic Manufacturing
Non-metallic Mininf?
Carpentry
Fawmills and Savjyers
Timber
Ce^nt
Brick, Tile, Concrete
20,673.0
121.0
217o7
83.0
6,072.0
93iicO
7,181.0
7ii0.1
?1.9
1^2.0
ii,%8.0
1,900.0
6, '571.
3
1,701,8
1,0114.9
Products 359.0
Outputs
Investment, Oovernment Con-
sumption
Intermediate Repairs
Value Added
Total Fales
New Construction
Repairs
87,917.1
2,582.6
90,500.0
52 ,316.0
3B",13nTo
90,500.0
85,000,0
5,500.0
Most of the figures present^ed above are valid only to the closest thousand
pounds, reflecting the very rough estimates embodied in them. This account was
extremely difficult to calculate and the results can be said to approximate
realitv only in order of magnitude.
Our starting coint was the fitni^es contained 5n Oki^bo, esoecially the
over-all estimates of invest-^ent in buildin<?s and his breakdown of construc-
tion costs. To this we added the t?.?,U. projections of the Okio^bo data, but
we could only use their method and not their data, as the time periods were
not the same. The first task was to determine the total over-all value of
construction and civil engineering. VJe estimated 90.5 million pounds of value
Okigbo, Op. Cit., pp. 20, 98, 118-125, 127-lli2, 185-188.
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for the entire industry, of which civil engineering and non concrete building
made up 13=-^ million each. At this ooint it should have been oossible to upe
Oki(?bo's nercent of value-added to get our own value-added data, but after
Fome pearching we discovered thet the two definitions of value-added differed,
Okipbo considering such things as sand and gravel a? originating inride the
sector and thus being nart of the value added. In our analysis these activi-
ties are in another sector and thus are inputs.
We next turned to his list of the approximate components of construction
costs as compiled from P.W.D. data and a small industry questionnaire. We
first assumed that the percents applied to concrete buildings only and proceeded
to make our own parallel estimates for the other two areas of the construction
industr^r. The next step was to apply these ratios to the total value, obtain
a series of input totals, and then to compare these to some of our known ex-
ternal constraints, such as total supoly of cement and total imports of products
not produced within the country. It was found that if the classifications of
inputs were sli-^htly enlarged, for example makinp the item "metal door and win-
dow fra-^es" include all metal products (other than plumbin? and roofing) used
in construction, that there was a rather satisfying degree of acrreement. This
was made more so when allowance was made for trade and distribution margins.
Thus a whole set of known inputs was prepared from the external point of view,
the data comin^ from other accounts in this study and from the import lists.
In the ca."^e of glars and bricks it vas found that the external supply was far
less than the construction usage estimates and with timber, sand, and gravel,
the opposite vas found; the supnly was larger than estimated. Thus some of the
ratios had to be somewhat modified. It vjas found that if we assumed a 30"?^ dis-
tribution margin, except in exceptional cases, that accounts began to balance.
The exceptions were the higher costs associated with timber hauling and sand
and ?ravel hauling, these being ^0% and ii(^ respectively, and machine and vehi-
cle repairs.
Cutout of this sector is to investment and f^overnment except for scattered
repair charges. The total estimated economjr repair bill from construction is
^»^ million. About .^ million of this appears in our intermediate sector ac-
counts.
Sector 1^. Service
Domestic Fervice
To Consumption "5,^00.0
Entertainment
From Miscellaneous •' To Consumption 1,^00.0
Manufacturing iil3.3 1;13»3
1,086.7
A figure not in Okigbo but suggested by the AID report. This represents
•^ Okigbo, Op. Cit., p. 186.
Report of the fecond AID Mission to Nigeria, by Arnold Rivkin, p. 52-53.
o.-^ i
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the amount spent on entertainment such a? drumming and festive occasions, etc.
The inout is our own estimate from the musical instrument industry account.
Intra-Household Services
To Consumotion 10,000.0
This is another value-added figure not in Okigbo.-'- The transaction repre-
sents the value of labour in household service, oarticularly in the drawing of
water and the carrying of domestic goods.
Ownership of Buildings
From Construction (Reoair) 1,700.0 To Consumotion
Value Added
This account comes directly from Okigbo.
12,000 oO
1,700.0
10,300.0
Pcrap Collection
Fervice Exoorts 288.1
Transoort Exoorts iLI'.C
Trade Exoorts llib.l
This account balances the sizable scran exoorts.
Sector l6. Transport Equipment
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Transport Equipment and Repair - Large
Inoutp Outputs
Mircellaneoup
Imports
Service
Trade
Construction (Repairs)
Utilities
Coal
Transoort
^»5
llUoii
26.7
18.5
19.6
73."^
9.3
28.9
29^
To Transport and Other Users
To Consumption
Value Added
2,268.1i
800.0
3,068.
U
296.i4
2,772.0
This account covers all of the large (mainly expatriate) vehicle repair
shops. It was calculated, on the assumption that there are slightly over hO
fuch shoos in the Federation, from data for about 6 of these establishments.
The rest of the indurtry xira? calculated on a simole ratio basis. Items in the
account were treated in the standard fashion. The account is far from accurate
because of the dif <!'icult'"' of obtaining information about such activities, but
we feel that the above figures are within the correct order of magnitude.
Transport Equipment and Repair - Fmall
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Boats
Inputs

block induptry, and wap taken ^^roTi the accounts o^ about '^0'^ of them with nro-
jections made to cover the rest. It does not. include the making of these prod-
ucts in the construction business, nor does it include the making of blocks on
the small local villspe scale. The whole industr""' is extrenelv coraoetitive and
thus data is not readily svailable for income studies. It was doubtful that
continued ^tudjr would reveal the true state of affairs in the industn'', so we
had to i^e content T-ith the above fimages bein^f part fact and part supposition.
Cement and Ceramics*
Tnouts
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above figure. The input from the mining industry represents the extraction from
the ground of the various minerals needed to make the pottery. All other fig-
ures above are the result of standard treatment of standard items.
TTining
Traoorts
Trade
Transport
Service
Inputs
Drilling
,1
:-
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Metallic Manufacturing - Small

Inputs
From J'aT-Tmillint?
TfetaRic f'aniifacturing (for
Iron ^'ork)
From *^aw'iilling
Electricity
Construction
Hetallic Manufacturing
Transport Equipment
Service
Trade
Transport
Miscellaneous
Imports
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Large Furniture
Outputs
239 #6 Output to Consumption and
Construction
Value Added
2^,
3.
10.
•
3.
20
1.
9.
3.
66.
708.5
383.9
32ir:5
This account is for eifht establishments in the furniture industry that
could be called large. i\ 11 other furniture makers were classified under the
small account. As the figures came from actual accounts, there was no real
problem with the data other than the translation from categories of adminis-
tration, etc., to their comnonents and these were treated in the standard
manner.
Fmall Furniture
Innuts
From raf™illing and Hand "^^awyers
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Unfortunately the cost ptructure of sriall furniture and carpentry did
not cover much more than inputs ar a whole, output?, and value added. Thus we
had to borrow a breakdovm of inputs from the large manufacturers - with, of
course, Fome adjustments, es-oecially in regard to electricitv and repair.
Plastics and Foam Rubber*-
'11." '.
^ u
*
.
••
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A rather difficult InduFtry to calculate in spite of the fact that there
were only six firme in it. One probleni is that the industry at the time of the
study was expanding very rapidly> and the recond orobleni is that for half the
firms no figures were available, ''e were forced therefore to settle for a rather
impressionistic output figure and uoon this base the projections of data from
three firms to six. Other than this, our calculations followed standard pro-
cedures.
This is nrobably the best example in our study of a completely unreach-
able industry. As it is raoidly exoandin?, past data is no good, especially
when it is known th?t new firms have sprung ud since past studies. Secondly,
its outout is all consumed within Nigeria and by a large number of small inde-
pendent users whose industry itself is in a state of flux. Thus we could not
even look for evidence of imoort substitution. Its inputs are very normal
items, and those that are specific, such as camelback, were too small to ap-
pear as separate itens in imoort data. Even an attempt to get estimates
thror.o-h the imoorts of machinery failed as this is lumped together with raw
rubber mach?neiy, which a^ain is an uncertain industjrv. There were too few
firms in the industrv to be able to project outputs from existing data. Thus
the failure of half the industry to report even output left us at a loss to do
mor e than make an impressionistic guess. In this we were orobably not more
than 2'?'^ too high or too low.
We assumed a small value for- the tiTes taken in from the trans'^ort in-
dustry to be retreaded. These are almost woi'thless, but from several accounts
a value of 31.7 was estimated for the ^lole industry.
Printinr, Publishing, Stationery
Inputs
Imparts
t? leetrie it
y
Trade
Transport
Service
Miscellaneous
Construction
Metallic Manufacturing
Transportation Equipment
Water
Outputs
873.7
32.0
61.7
126.9
267.6
6.9
8.6
^.1
2.7
y4
1,389.6
To Service
To Bread
To Consumption
Value Added
768.1i
37.6
2, ^31.
8
3,3ii0.a
1,389.6
1,951.2
This account is really two accounts, that of the large firms, and that of
the small ones. The large firms in this case were eight sets of data at hand,
for firms with substantial output and inputs. It was from these that most of
the detailed inputs arose. The rest of the accounts are for an extension of
the Eastern Region enumeration together with innut and output data for the
small firms. In this case we estimated a total inout and then applied a ratio
of outouts to the electricity figure to get an electric input to the small firms.
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The rest wa? conFidered as imported inr)uts, from which we took 10?^ each for trade,
service, and transport. It niay seem that such a set of calculations are rather
inaccurate, but it is interesting to note the close correspondence of the import
figu'r-e snd the corresoondins' na tional import of paper for printing. This would
indicate that even though we have indul5:ed in some estimation, the results are
reasonably close to reality.
On the question of output, we had a problem. The over-all figure was ac-
curately known. Our question was output to what? i^'e knew that baking takes a
certain amount. We suspected also a fair amount of the output would go to
service, and the rest to consximption. Hov^ever, such users are mainly in the
unknown areas of the economy and thus we had in this case to borrow from another
country. We found that the average contribution to service from printing,
looking at several countries, is about 2% of total outout. Ve used this fig-
ure and let the residual go to consumption.
It is entiv-elv possible that a certain amount of the out out went to other
members of the food processing industr;^, possibly as labels for beer, soft
drinks, and canned products. Hovrever, this was not investigated at the time of
our fieldwork, and most of the firms involved did not list labels separately,
and thus there was no immediate way of checkinr this transaction. Certainly
it would seem to be a logical one, worthy of additional investigation. If it
exists, it should be on the order of % of the total output value of the drink
industry'', or about t 98 thousand.
Miscellaneous Manufacturing - PrnaH
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Perfumes and Cosmetics
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Fattress Faking
Inputs
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Residual Accounts
Having calculated explicitly sectors 1-12, ll, 16-20, we found ourselves
with a rather amorphous residual supposedly destined for sectors 13 and 1$
(trade and service) . The first step was to identify all of the residual ex-
plicitly mentioned in Okigbo. Doing this we found that Domestic Service was
valued at the same price to the consumer as its value-added figure, thus it was
a straight transfer from service sector to consumption without any inputs.
We also found a figure for clearing of land and this we placed directly into
the final investment sector, as it was assumed to be all hand labor and thus
entirely value-added. Also we found a figure for ownership of buildings
at consumption cost and at value-added. The difference we assumed to be an
input of repairs and thus a transfer from sector lii to sector 15«"'
Our final residual then consisted of trade and service accounts. From
Okigbo and from a pro^iection of trading with the volume of imports, we had an
indication that the total value-added of this residual ought to be at least
B lliO million. Then, we aoproached the problem from the knovm inputs and out-
puts. Me found that we had already on o\ir accounts some fe 160 million in
sales, not counting the transfers from trade to service and vice versa. Look-
ing at the inputs, and making guesses for the inputs of utilities, tailoring
(for uniforms) , building repairs, and miscellaneous inputs, we arrived at
inputs of about 7.5 million. Next we looked at possible imports and decided
that office supplies, photo supplies, bags and wrapping paper, and plate glass
windows were the most likely. Thus our final input bill amounted to some fe 9
million, leavin? about B 1^0 million in value-added.
Then we came to the problem of the hazy division between service and
trade. In this study we wanted to confine trade to the actual buying and selling
of goods, but not to include such activities as the buying of crops for the Mar-
keting Boards as this is essentially a service to agriculture. Also in service
are such things as agency work, advertizing, freight fon-rarding, and promotional
activities. Small business, such as photography and barbering, we considered
to be service. Finally, there are the normal service industries, such as the
professions, the missions, and the banks. This division between the two sec-
tors seems rather arbitrary and probably does not coincide directly with our
pi-actice of assigning lOfo of the retail cost of a product each to service and
to trade, nor with the breakdowns contained in our standard distributions. For
the sake of accuracy the two sectors should have been combined, however, we
left then separate vdth the definite statement that we did not consider the
separation to be particularly accurate.
Finally, we note that our intermediate flow accounts contain all the cen-
ters of value-added in the economy except the government, final investment, and
the Marketing Boards.
At this point we might mention that these figures are for the year 1957
and that the E.P.U. projections of Okigbo' s data did not see fit to make any in-
crease in them.. Thus we have not changed the values. However, if such a re-
finement on data is desired, ownership of buildings should be projected with
the cement supply and domestic service with the value of personal consumption
expenses.
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CHAPIER VIII
NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS
Table I presents the National Income accounts that are associated with the
individual flow accounts of Chapter VII, Their purpose in this work is for
reference and comparison with other National Income Estimates in order that
some idea may be gained of the agreement of our study with other methods of
analysis of the Nigerian Economy.
The figures were obtained by the process of finding the difference between
the sum of outputs and the sum of inputs for the particular industry in question.
The figure thus arrived at represents the contribution of the primary factors of
production; labor, rents, interest, and management. The sum total of these fig-
ures for the whole economy produces a gross domestic product at factor cost.
By way of comparison ve might note that the total presented here
(6 1,022,6^^.0) is very close to the estimate independently prepared by Dr.
Stolper, of the Economic Planning Unit, (B 1,025,000.0) for the same time period.
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mBLE I
NIGERIAN NATIONAL ACCOUNTS-DOMESTIC PRODUCT
FISCAL YEAR 1959/60
Value-Added in Pounds Sterling times 1,000
Sector 1. Agriculture
\'
-^ Oo '< "•
r 'z
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Sector 10. Chemicals
Industrial Gases
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CHAP'ER n
THE TECHNOLOGY MATRIX
In this chapter X\'e present the next step in the analysis after the accounts
of Chapter VIII« What vre have done, as the title implies, is to aggregate the
transfers and put them in a square matrix array, our first step on the way to
the final matrix. This present array (Table II) shows the absolute amounts (in
thousands of ooundr) of transfers between sectors, and to and from the external
areas of the economy. A look at Table II shoxjs us, for example, that in our
study year the food sector bought goods worth B 2,lii2,000 (row 1, column 7) and
so on for the other boxes in xjhich figures occur. If we then divide this figure
by the total output of the sector (which is, in fact, how T'e arrive at Table
IJJ) , we see that, for instance, this purchase by food from agriculture repre-
sents about 10^ of the total production value of the food sector. Our first
figure in absolute pounds told us ^ihat went on in Nigeria in the specific year.
The oercent figure says the same thing, but in such a manner that we can now
compare the Nigerian economy with other economies. (We find in doing so that
this particular Food-Agriculture figure ranges from 12^ to 39^ in other economies^
depending on the intensity of labour.) However, in these first two presentations
we are tied to the time period and also to a neglect of high order effects.
Tlierefore we invert the matrix to give us a coefficient which, if we believe the
original input -output assumptions about production linearity, will be valid for
any year and will include all the effects of a change in any soctoPo Thus it
will be of far greater use in planning in the economy. We shall discuss the
exact implications of these coefficients in the next chapter.
^ Chenerj'- and Clark, pp. 216-223.
c^i^)
'*': '","• C'l"^'.'
.i i:Vji.'rjL>r
I'.'.:
'':•.' '' 'x-^f; '"•;)' 1 .r • f -.^i.^:. '''''i<
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Befoi-e continuino;, it would be mse to jro over Table II, explaining exactly
what it says. To begin with; the 20 x 20 matrix, dietinguished by the numbered
rows and columns, represents the intermediate area of the economy. A transfer
recorded 'lere is one of a product of the economy poinfr into the making of an-
other product of the economy rather than into consumption, investment, or ex-
port. The rows refer to producers, the columns to users. Thus taking coluran
7, the food industr;"-, we see that it has inputs from agriculture, agricultural
processing, livestock, non-metal raininp (probabljr coal) , transport, utilities,
trade, construction, service, transport equipment, and sectors 18-20. Continu-
ing below the 20 x 20 array we f:'nd a row labelled "imports," of which food
uses about fe 3.5 million, and a ro\-i for "total intermediate incuts" valued at
about h 12 million. Next a "total input" row says that food takes in B l5«5
million uorth of products, and 'an "outnut" roi-.' tells us that the sales of the
food industry were some fe 22.3 nillion. This output row is identical with the
far righthand output column, the sum of each rovj having been placed beneath the
column whose number x^fas the same as the row number. Finally we have the differ-
ence between the outnut and the inout, the value-added rovj. In our example,
food had a value-added of fe 6.8 million. The row sum of this value-added row
gives us our estimate of Gross Domestic Product at factor cost (less government
and marketing boards) . Looking at the extension of the rows, we see that after
the 20 columns, we encounter a column for the intermediate use sum of the row,
a colurim for exports, columns for the other uses of the o'tput, and finally
the sum of the previous four columns, the total output of the industry. Thus
food appears to have no intermediate uses, only B lIiO thousand of exports,
B 22.2 million ijorth of consumption, for a grand total output of some fe 22.3
million.
ic
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Going back nou to our purchase from agriculture by food, where did this
figure come from? Ihe answer appears if ve co back to the separate accounts
of Chapter ?II. Here ve find that most of the transfer (2,026.3) comes from
the small food account. Sc^e comes fr'^m the miscellaneous food manufacture ac-
count (108.0) and finally the rest (7.7) comes from tlie canning account. Pro-
ceeding in 9 like manner x^e can see how the other transactions on the table were
constructed.
In order to give the reader some idea of what Table II has to say, and rather
than go back to the previous chapter and reconstruct each transaction, we pre-
sent below a brief suranai^'- of the contents of some of the more significant boxes.
Each box we identify by its roi^ and then its coliimn, thus 1-7 means a transfer
from .sector 1 to sector 7 (this is, in fact, the h 2,llt2.0 from agriculture to
food discusced above)
.
?ector 1
3-1 cotton seed for planting, 11-1 transport on supralies, 13-1 1^-1 trade and
service on supplier.
Sector 2
3-2 livestock feed, 10-2 vaccine, 11-2, 13-2, 1^-2 distribution margin on supplies.
Sector 3
1-3 oalm fruit, rubber, groundnuts, cotton (the raw materials of the sector), 2-3
hides, skins, and timber (more raw materials) , 12-3 electricity for the operation
of the processing mills. l6-3 repair on the vehicles operated by the mills,
particularly D?lm oil and rubber. l3-3 repair on the mill machinery.
Sector h
1-It cotton supplied to the cottage weaving industries. 3-li ginned cotton sup-
plied to the mills.
Sector 5
3-? leather for shoes, Ii-5 cloth supplied from the textile inakers to the clothing
makers. 18-5 repairs on sewing machines.
"I ? rvi
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Sector 6
1-6 domestic tobacco to cigarettes.
.'^'ector 7
1-7 rice and yams to food processin>?. 2-7 meat.and milk, 3-7 vegetable oils for
bread and margarine. 19-7 labels and ivranpers for bread, and miscellaneous.
Sector 8
1-8 electricity for tin raining.
?ector 10
3-10 palm oil to soap. 18-10 metal drums for the bulking of bitumen.
Sector 11
9-11 coal for railwa3'-s, 16-11 vehicle repair, 19-11 tire retreads.
rector 12
3-12 wood chips used in the Mrnufactr.re of electricity. 9-12 coal for electri-
city generation. 18-11 repairs on generating machinery.
Sector 13
^-13 estimate for uniforms worn by clerks employed in trading, II4-I3 repairs
on trading facilities.
Sector lU
2-lit timber in the round used in building, 3-lh sawn timber, 9-lii sand and
gravel, I7-II-' cef,ient.
Sector 15
5-l'7 uniforms worn by service personnel, 19-1^ printed matter, 20-15 musical
instruments and tarpaulins (for crop storage) .
Sector 16
3-l6 wood for boats and lorry bodies.
Sector 17
9-17 limestone for cement making.
Sector 18
2-lG firewood for blacksmithing. 9-18 coal for metalxjorking forges.
...ruboc viv.
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Sector 19
2-19 wood in the round for carving, 3-19 sawn timber for furniture, unworked
leather. 18-19 repairs, particularly on furniture-making machinery.
Sector 20
2-20 wood and animal products for instrument-making.
Thus \ie have a brief summary of the more important areas of Table II.
Transport, trade, and service, which are the components of distribution are
perhaps the most significant on the table, and occur in major quantities in
almost every sector. Together they make up 26^ of the GNP, and if we do not
count the subsistence agriculture areas, the figure is nearly 50^. This con-
clusion is not altogether surprising, as Nigeria is still essentially a trad-
ing economy. What we 'lave done in this stud" is to point out the extent of
the trading involvement as well as to pinpoint other areas of the economy which
are beginning to develop. It is these latter areas that will see the most
growth in the futuro.
While Table II is adequate for accounting purposes, we must go further than
this in order to produce a vehicle for analysis. Therefore, Tablelll was cal-
culated as explained above, by dividing each column figure by its correspond-
ing row sum. ^us in our example of 1-7, we divide E 2,11.(2.0 by the row 7 sum
(B 22,333.1) and the resulting coefficient (.0959) is then placed in the 1-7
box of Table III. The purpose of this exercise is to convert all money values
into input/output coefficients, which can then be mathematically operated upon
to give us our inverted matrix. The coefficients in Table III have been mul-
tiplied bj"- 10*^ to avoid x^nriting leading zeros on the smaller figures; (this is
standard input/output practice) . It will be noted that these coefficients are
termed a. ., and refer back to our input/output equation that states X. . = a. .X.,
-^J 'J -^J o
'.cC'rllt^O'; en",
•1 ,?^ I : i-;-.
'r;i..\ T.
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which is the basic linearity equation upon i*ich our analysis is based. In the
next chapter, we will proceed with the inverted, or final, matrix.
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CHAPIER X
THE INVERED miRlX
Having gathered the data, transformed it into usable form, set up the trans-
actions matrix and then produced the technology matrix, we are now ready to
proceed to the final stage of our analysis, the inverted matrix. Our technology
matrix is able to tell us the immediate effects of a change in any sector, pro-
vided we express this in terms of change in total output - which includes both
the output to the intermediate and the final sectors. This type of analysis
is probably quite valid for a sector that has little or no intermediate connec-
tions, and perhaps in a less developed economy it would remain valid for all sec-
tors within the limits of data error. However, vhere there is connection, such
an analysis ignores the effects that changes in other sectors, arising from a
change in a given sector, may have upon that sector. Typically such additional
effects amount to several percent, and become quite significant when the analysis
is used in planning.
The inversion itself is a mathematical process involving any one of several
methods. If the matrix is small this can be done by hand, in most cases the
operation is performed on a computer where it takes only a few minutes. Such
was the case i-fith the present analysis. •*
Table IV presents the final inverted matrix. It should be evident that
each coefficient is sli<^htly higher than the corresponding figure in Table IIIj
this difference is the sumtotal of the higher order effects that we discussed in
Chapter IH. The fimires along the main diagonal are considerably higher, but
'' The author wishes to thank C. H. ¥illson of theM. I. T. computer facility
for his help inprcnarin^ • the programing required to calculate and invert the
matrix.
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this is due to the fact that, for computational reasons, the base point for
these elements in Table III was zero, while in Table IV it is one.
Looking again at sector 1, we can trace the changes that have occurred.
The transfers from 1 to 7 have risen from .09^9 to .0993. This means that for
every ten thousand units of output by sector 7, sector one will have to produce
993 units, of which 9l>9 will be direct demand and 3k will be demand derived from
other sectors whose own output goes in part directly to sector seven. If "e
were to consider the static system, then there would be no need to identify these
additional 3ii units, as they would be implicit in the transfers from sector one
to the other sectors. However, the utility of the input-output analysis lies
in its ability to predict the total effect of a change in a particular area of
the economy. When we consider a single change, holding the rest of the economy
static, then we not only have direct effects, but also derived effects, changes
that can be attributed to the original change. 'Thus what we are talking about
is the effect of marginal or additional production of one area on the whole
system. In our sector 7 example we are talking about the effects of increasing
prcduction b; 10,000 units rather than the effects of a total output of that
amount. Thus if sector one, knovjing of a 10,000 unit increase in sector 7, puts
out only 959 units, it will find itself 3k units shortj sector 2, producing
3,013 units, mil find itself 11 units short; sector 11, producing It^l units,
will find itself lj8 units short; etc. This knowledge of the additional units
that wj 11 have to be produced becomes particularly useful in planning for an
economy, notably so where certain sectors have hipih capital needs or high im-
port coefficients. A planner may decide to allocate on a very strict basis the
output of a critical industry (for example, steel), and he may do this according
to the technological coefficients - i.e. the technology [a j matrix. This will
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be sufficient as long as it is done xath a total economy allocation. Now suppose
he plans a second plant in this industry and assigns its output to certain selectee
industries. Unless he does this according to the inverted matrix, taking into ac-
coant the higher order effects, serious misallocation may occur. In the first
place, there will be an excess of demand over supply, and if prices are fixed,
underproduction and failure to meet goals T^dll result. Secondly, lanforeseen
import demands na?/ take place causing either underproduction, smuggling, or
excess drain of exchange reserves
»
The number of potential applications of this type of total effect analysis
are very large and varied. We have only covered a few of the more conventional
ones. Our purpose is to point out the uses of such analysis and also to show
that the greater the planning of the economy, the more essential it becomes for
such a study to be undertaken and used.
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CMPIER 2^
CONCLUSIONS
Thus we have presented the input-output anal-^-sis of the Nigerian Economy
for the year 19'^9-60. ¥e started with the ideas behind the vrork, proceeded
through the sources and definitions, presented at length the flow accounts, and
finally arrived at the matrices. It has been our purpose to show what an input-
output analysis involves and how it is arrived at in order that our first attempt
to apply the technique to Nigeria may be improved and enlarged upon. We have
tried to point out the weak points not only in the analysis but also in the
available data, and we hope that our work xd.ll become a basis for future and
better apolications of this method of economic analysis in the process of plan-
ning and development in Nigeria.
The uses of an anal^'-sis such as this one are many and diverse. Perhaps the
most important comes from the fact that among developed nations, the various
inout-outr)ut coefficients tend to be the sane, thus a direct measurement of the
extent of development of a coimtry may be had bj' comparing its figures with
those of countries such as the United States and Great Britain. In addition
time series presentations of the comparisons will show rates of development.
On a more direct and practical level the analysis can be used to show composi-
tions of demand for any product, import dependence, and labor dependence of
2
any sector, capital requirements, etc. The feature of the analysis that gives
1
An excellent description of this: orocess aopears in The Structure of
Development b;-- Massily Leontief, Scientific American, Vol. 209, number 3,
September 1963, pp. II48-I66,
^ Stone, R. Input-output and National Accounts , OEEC, Paris, June I96I.
pp. 169-190. This is a practical demon.^tration of the immediate uses of the
input -output matrices.

it this versatility is that it not only shovjs how much , but also how. That is
to say innut-output analysis demonstrates the interrelationships of all the
different parts of the economy and enables us to determine not only the direct
results of am'' economic decision, but also the irxiirect ones. Armed with an
efficient anal3''sis, economic planners can see in detail the exact effects of
their several courses of action, and thus choose solutions that minimize scarce
inputs, costs, or other economic and non-economic factors. Indeed, the rela-
tively new technique of input-output analysis is becoming an essential tool in
the task of planning development and the search for nethods to describe more
accurately the process of economics.
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